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Freshman· dies in car
crash during break
By Ken Rivard
News Reporter
UNH freshman Erin Molly
McCullough was pronounced
dead at the scene of a two-car
accident in Chapel Hill, N.C., on
Jan. 6, after the car she was riding
in was sideswiped by another
vehicle, causing it to hit a telephone pole.
McCullough,18, was one of
three passengers in a car driven
by Peter Gockerman, 18. Other
passengers were Scott Sanders
and Daniel Leroy. The other passengers were taken to University
of North Carolina Hospital where
they were treated and eventually released.
According to police, the
accident occurred on East Franklin Street when a car driven by
Andrew James Brehler, 19, sideswiped Gockerman's car sending both cars out of control, over
the center road-line and into the
incoming
traffic
lane.
Gockerman's car hit a telephone
pole sideways, before Brehler's

car crashed into it.
Brehler was charged with
death by motor vehicle, careless
and reckless driving, and driving
while impaired by alcohol. The
drivers of both vehicles were
charged with exceeding the speed
limit.
"It came as a shock," said
McCullough's resident assistant
Dianne Duquette. "Everyone was
upset. She was everyone's friend."
Police are investigating
whether the riders in the two
vehicles were trying to talk with
one another when the collision
occurred.
McCullough was a member
of sorority Alpha Chi Omega from
just before the start of Christmas
break, said Duquette. She was a
resident of Divine Hall, second
floor. She was described by the
sisters there as being free spirited
and independent.
"Every year there is someone
who is a bright light (in the soror-

ity). She was it," said Alpha Chi
Omega President Laura Stiles.
Residents of Divine second
floor were informed by Duquette
over the break of the accident, and
a floor meeting was held on the
residents' first day back so they
could console one another.
"It was bad. I mean it was
really, really hard, because I had
to say it, and the tears just started
coming. Everyone knew it and
everyone was upset," said
Duquette.
McCullough's roommate was
especially devastated
by
McCullough's death, said
Duquette, and although she is
handling it well, did not wish to
make any comments.
Mary Westfall gave a memorial service last night at St. Thomas Moore for Alpha Chi sisters
and McCullough's floormates.
McCullough graduated in
1990 from Chapel Hill High
School. She is survived by her
parents and a younger sister.

,.··~·, McGovern speaks of
· ' · candidacy at UNH
Defines new patriotis,n

Delta Chi fraternity still faces a conduct board hearing. ( Blaise Masse photo)

By Rob Heenan
Sports Editor
Calling for dramatic change
in thinking for the United States,
former
Senator
George
McGovern said Thursday, to an
overflow crowd of 825 in the Memorial Union Building, that if no
candidate emerged with a strong
alternative voice, he may again
run for the democratic presidential nomination.
"I may attempt to
fill that leadership vacuum with the clearest
and most effective campaign I can muster,"
said McGovern. "I have
not yet made that decision, but I am seriously I

Courts prevent Delta Chi pledge cons~~:~;~;ranfo,
books from being held as evidence ~:t:!::~~~y ~:1:;:;::
By Sean Carroll
Arts Editor
A Strafford County Superior
Court judge ruled to prevent the
University of New Hampshire
from using Delta Chi fraternity's
pledge books against them in any
future University Conduct Board
hearings. Thedecision, which also
instructs the University to return
the pledge books, was handed
down by Judge Joseph Nadeau on
Dec.18.
The case dates back to Oct. 29,
when Durham Police responded

to a local complaint of illegally
parked cars. Officers responding
to the call discovered 54 pledges
and members of Delta Chi walking along an off-campus railroad
trestle.
According to a police spokesman, the four officers at the scene
suspected that some of the students had been drinking. The
officers demanded identification
from all 54 students. Some of the
students could not provide positive identification, accordingto the
police spokesman.

Twenty of the students were
pledges carrying pledge books.
"Pledge books are a collection of
interviews between pledges and
brothers," said David Leland,
Delta Chi president. "It's a social
activity to help the pledges get to
know the brothers."
The police seized these books
as additional proof of identification, in some cases forcibly, according to Leland.
"It was ridiculous," said Leplease see DELTA, page 12

ready, physically, mentally, in
heart, mind and body to raise the
democratic standard."
He added that if a candidate
of similar views were to declare
and have a better chance of winning the nomination, he would
not hesitate to give his support to
that candidate.
McGovern said the U.S. took
the wrong course through the
1980s, building up a $300 billion

"I may attempt to fill that leadership vacuum with the clearest and most effective campaign
can muster."

by incumbent President Richard
Nixon.
In a speech entitled "American Patriotism: The Road
Ahead", McGovern said the patriotism he saw spreading
throughout the U.S. during the
1980s was "a false patriotism that
has been used to mask bigotry
and corruption and callousness
and yes, even treason."
McGovern said that he
would prefer a younger candidate to come forward, "but if that
is not to be, I believe that I am

Sen. George McGovern
annual expenditure for the military when the Cold War was over.
"With the Cold War ending
and the Soviet Union caught in
internal conflicts, I call, as a patriot, for converting excess military spending into the rebuilding
of our nation and the reduction of
our debt."
McGovern also said the greed
in the last decade led to the breakdown of federal supervision, causing the savings and loan scandal.
Another topic for McGovern
please see SPEECH, page 13
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MIDD LE EAST UPDATE
Gulf War,Develop ments
and Synops is
Todd Baker
News Brief Editor

After five months of demands
for an unoccupied Kuwait, the
UnitedStatesanditsalliesattacked
Iraq on January 16 in pursuit of
the 1iberation of Kuwait". The
allied attack came in accordance
with United Nations resolutions
to forcefully eject Iraqi forces from
Kuwait if Saddam Hussein did
not unconditionally withdraw by
January 15, 1991. The road to a
diplomatic resolution of the conflict failed after last minute attempts to avoid war proved unacceptable to one side or the other.
Development of the conflict
evolved as follows:
Jan. 9 - United States Secretary of State James Baker, and his
Iraqi counterpart, Tariq Aziz failed
in their talks over the Gulf conflict. Iraq attempted to tie Kuwait
to a resolution of the Palestinian
conflict and promised to attack
Israel if a war erupted.
Jan 11 - Congress began debateoverwhethertoauthorize U.S.
military force in the Gulf.
Jan 12 - U.N. Security Council Chair Perez de Cuellar met
Sadaam Hussein in Bagdad but
reported no indication of a breakthrough in the Iraqi leaders decision to leave Kuwait. Congress
passed a resolution authorizing
the administration to send U.S.
troops into combat to drive Iraqi
forces from Kuwait. House- 250183; Senate-52-47.
Jan. 14 - France proposed
agreement to conduct an international conference concerning the
Palestinian question if Iraq would
withdraw from Kuwait.
Jan.15 - French proposal ignored by Iraq and last attempts for
peaceful resolution of the conflict
was aborted, Peace demonstrations erupt around the world.
Jan.17 -Allied forces launch
air attack on on Iraq. "Operation
Desert Storm" and "liberation of
Kuwait'' had begun according to
Presidential spokesperson Marlon
Fitzwater. Targets: nuclear and
chemical facilities, communications networks, industrial and
supply centers, military installations.
Jan.18- Iraq launches missile
1

1

attack on Israel. U.S. diplomats
attempt to curb any Israeli retaliation in efforts to keep the coalition together and avoid Arab v.

Israeli and the West polarization.
Jan. 18 - Israel promises retaliation but shows no signs of an
immediate response. The Pentagon reported: over 7000 missions
had been flown since the war
began; minimal casualties from
sporadic attacks by Iraqi Scud
missiles; effective Patriot missiles
in defense of Iraqi Scuds.
Jan. 19 - U.S. forces were
deployed in to Israel to defend the
nation with U.S. Patriot missiles.
Jan. 20 - Iraq displays allied
prisoners of war on Baghdad TV.
The soldiers showed bruised faces
and delivered statements against
the War. The White House calls
the display propaganda , deplorable, and threatens war crime trials
if there are any violations of the
Geneva Conference concerning
the treatment of POW s.
Jan 21 - The U.S. conceded
that it hasn't crippled Iraq's communications network and the
threat of Iraqi Mobile Scud missiles will continue as not all have
been eliminated. Iraq threatened
to use Allied POWs in strategic
locations as human shields. Two
missiles hit residential area of Tel
Aviv, Israel.
Jan 22 - Iraqi missile hit residential area of Tel Aviv killing at
leasttwo and injuring 70. American forces fired upon and sank
Iraqi minelayingvessel. Iraq sabotaged Kuwaiti oil facilities.
Jan. 23 - U.S. forces began
intensifying attacks on Iraqi
ground forces in Kuwait. Allied
ground forces began to mobilize
toward a possible ground war. The
offensive expects greater casualties and presents political problems related to higher casualties.
Jan. 25- Iraq began pumping
oil from Kuwaiti facilities into the
Persian Gulf creating immense
environmental damage for the
region.
Jan. 27 - U.S. warplanes bomb
Kuwaiti pipelines that lead to
Persian Gulf. Oil slick has grown
to approximately 35 miles long
and 15 miles wide.
Jan. 28 - U.S. officials report
effective stoppage of oil released
into the Persian Gulf through
bombing the pipelines. The spill
is reported to be 40 times greater
than the Exxon-Valdez spill in
Alaska and presents possible problems for Saudi water treatment
facilities.

Outfitting a soldier: $1,456
The main cost for outfitting a soldier goes to equipment ($1,007.35).
Desert clothing costs $164.75 and chemical protective clothing and
equipment is $279.92. A packet of food costs $3.80.
M-16 rifle, plus
Desert hat ($4.90)
ammunition
($475.00)
Backpack
Neckerchief ($4.10)
($35.75)

rown undershi

J

Shoulder

Bullet-proof vest
($251.00)
Waist pouch ($11.30)
Belt ($6.60)
Meal packet ($3.80)
Desert trousers, day ($14.40)
Helmet ($103.00)
Desert helmet cover ($2.50)
Drawers ($1.50)
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UNH Students in Gulf
Hamer estimated that "at
least four to six DCE stu- ·
dents have withdrawn
within the pa~t week."
Hamer said thatshewon't
know if enrollment is
down until two to three
weeks from now.
A spokeswoman
from the Army Reserves
167th Support Group in ~--~
Manchester N.H., said,
Jozef S. Przygrodzki, a
sophomore political sci·
· ence ma1or
· fr om Manc hester, N .H .,
and Timothy N. Schofield, 21, a
DCE sophomore political science
majorfromDover,N.H./havebeen
sent to the southern part of Saudi
Arabia. They both are members of
th~ 94th Military Police Company.
According to some friends of
James Bailey, a senior history major from Rockland, Mass., Bailey
was sent to Saudi Arabia the day
after Christmas. Bailey is a Marine
Reservist and a member of a mortar unit from Fort Devens in Ayre,
Mass.
Michael W. Juranty, 29, a senior mechanical engineering major
from Allenstown, N.H., left for the
Middle East Jan. 16. Juranty is a
memberoftheAirNationalGuard.
According to a spokesperson
Mike Juranty is 29 and married.·
(courtesy photo)
from the Marine Corps Reserve

By Eileen Malloy
News Reporter
Five students from the University of New Hampshire have
been senttothe war in the Middle
East, and University and military officials can not speculate as
to how many more students
might be going.
According to Nancy Hammer, Division of Continuing
Education director, the number
of DCE students that have left
UNH because they have been
called to active duty is uncertain.

M

.
.
.
Semor Jim Badey (courtesy photo)
Center in Manchester, N.H., Alan
P. Hoddeson, a junior civil engineering major from Dover, was
deployed in November to Saudi
Arabia.
NathanM. Bond,20,asophomorehistorymajorfromPittsfield,
N.H.,iscurrentlystationedatFort
Indiantown Gap in Annville, Pa..
Bond's mother said that he is a
member of the 365th Combat Unit
of the Army Reserves. She does
not know if her son is going to be
deployed to the Middle East.
JonathanH. Young,23,aDCE
freshman general studies major
from Wellesley, M~ss., is being
sent to Fort DruminNewYorkon
Thursday. According to Young's
please see WAR, page 9

Fe¥ of terrorism
slows travel abroad
Students consider cancelling qchange program plans
she wanted to go abroad was to
satisfy her desire to travel. She said
Rumors of possible terrorist she also heard that southern Spain,
attacks in the United States and in [where Seville is located] is heavily
Europe are causing many people, populated with Arabs.
including students to re-think 11At the time, I was also scared of
their options before going abroad. flying on the 15th. I do plan to go
"People going on the Gre- next September when this should
nada program had some fears," all be over," said Thompson.
said Barbara Wing, Spanish UNH junior and Spanish major
department chairperson. Wing Diane Blume spent the fall semessaid Spanish professors talked to ter on UNH' s Grenada Program.
the students and all of them de- Blume said she spent two weeks
cided to go anyway. Some stu- travelling and then flew home on
dents who had been studying Jan.14. "Whileweweretravelling
abroad and had come home for there were anti-war protests all over
Christmas also decided to finish Europe,inalmosteverymajorcity,"
their year abroad, Wing said, add- Blume said. "It was kind of scary."
ing, "We (Spanish professors)
Airports had changed the sedidn't feel that there was a great curity procedure, making it tighter,
risk because there are no military and airport officials only allowed
bases near Grenada."
one small carry-on, said Blume.
UNH Junior Joy Thompson, a "Everyone was tense and the airSpanish/Program for Interna- port was confusing."
"In September,
there were no [security] checks and in
January, there were
tons of security
checks," said Blume.
In November,
Barbara Wing
everyone on the GreSpanish department chair nada Program got a
letter from the U.S.
tional Perspectives major, de- Consulate recommending that stucided not to study abroad. She dents not go to Italy because there
had planned to spend the semes- had been terrorists threatening
ter in Seville, Spain on a program Florence, Blume said. The letter
with the University of Wiscon- also told American students in Italy that they should return to the
sin.
"I would have been flying to Sev- states.
ille on Jan. 15. I just felt it wasn't "Before we left Grenada, people
a good time to go while travelling
was limited," said Thompson.
One of the reasons Thompson said please see ABROAD, page 10
By Katelyn Randall
News Reporter

"People going on the Grenada
program had some fears."

Rally calls for troops to return
By Walter Gregg
troops by taking a stand for peace
News Reporter
here in Durham.
Holding signs bearing slo"Wewantto show people that
gans, such as ''U.S. troops deserve
they don't have to be anti-Amerito live in America not die in a
foreign country," more than 60
students gathered on Thompson
Hall lawn, Saturday, to march in
protest of war in the Middle East.
The march began at Thorn pson Hall and proceeded
across the central part of campus,
ending at the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) where a discussion session was held.
The organizers of the event,
UNH sophomores Mary Scott
Watkins, Corinne Saxonoff, and
senior Lyle Robinson, said they
wanted to give people who could
not make it to the big peace rally
in Washington the opportunity
to show their support for the ·

can to support peace," said Robinson. ''There are a lot of other ways
to solve disagreements than vioplease see VIGIL, page 11
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Alc oho l pol icie s cha nge , SOC B on way
By Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter
Students have seen the rebirth
of student voice on campus, according to Brian McCabe, student
body president, who said that all
11 demands
made on the
administra tion last semester have
been acted
upon.

Part one
in series
of three

De mands included refocusing the
conduct system, establishing an
alcohol policy with more student
input and re-evaluating the parking problem.
McCabe said the UNH administration has responded in
some way to all of the students
demands.
"They are really concerned
that this doesn't happen again
whereas policies go into place
without student input. I think
that's a really significant change,"
McCabe.
Twenty-one students were
evicted from residence halls last
semester. Many students expressed dissatisfaction with the
present alcohol policy and demanded a new policy involving
student input be put in place.
Scott Chesney, director of
residential programs, and UNH
senior Marie Garland, chair of the
Student Senate Residential Programs/Hous ing Council, sat
down and looked at the entire
problem. Along with their staff,
they developed several alterations
to the alcohol procedure and policy.
A letter on alcohol enforce-

ment, which was slipped under
every student's door in the residence halls at the start of the
semester, urged students to cooperate and get involved in shaping
the alcohol policy. Hall directors
also held face-to-face meetings
with all residerts.
. Chesney said he hopes to have
students read and sign a prepared
statement describing University
alcohol policy at the beginning of
the fall semester next year.
Although the policy is dearly
stated in the student handbook,
Chesney feels the new statement
will guarantee students are a ware
of University policy. Chesney also
hopes to distribute the entire policy in handouts to all incoming
freshmen during orientation.
Chesney and Garland disagreed on one point, although
eventually Chesney backed down.
Garland proposed more local
control on alcohol enforcement.
Chesney originally disagreed
with Garland because the students
had "chosen inconsistency over
fairness." In the past, sanctions
were set down and followed concrete procedure. Now, Chesney
said it is possible that similar cases
could receive different sanctions.
Chesney stressed that "the students wanted this. The staff
wanted it to remain the same."
Chesney's office used to decide on sanctions when a case came
up for review. "What happens now
is it goes back to the hall director
and the resident assistant (RA).
The RA and the hall director meet
and come up and decide what
should be done," McCabe said. "It
gives the power to people who
know it best."

Soviet Crack down on
Baltic s Jeopa rdizes
U.S. - Soviet Summ it
Soviet troops continued military control of the
Baltics by attacking the Latvian Ministry of the Interior
Building and taking over the press in Lithuania. Russian
President Boris Yeltsin criticized Soviet President
Gorbachev's actions saying "dictatorship has become a
reality." The action prompted some in Washington to
call for the postponemen t of the scheduled summit for
the reduction oflong range nuclear weapons. Bush said
he has expressed his concern to the Soviet leader but
that there are some "definite problems with the situation."

Terro rists Attack
Amer ican Intere sts
Abroa d
Terrorists struck American business interests in
various areas of the world. Bombs exploded in Athens,
Greece at an insurance building and a bank. Authorities
are holding an Iraqi nationalist for questioning. Other
incidences were reported in Turkey and France as
Saddam Hussein' scallforintem ational terrorism against
American interests began.

against a particular student, the
conduct system would still have
the final say.
The Student Office Conduct
System also came under fire from
many students last semester with
the way it handled several alcohol

Garland said the hall directors and RAs recommend sanctions to the conduct system, but
the members of the system decide
which sanctions should be taken.
Garland stated that in the case of a
hall director who might be biased

and non-alcohol related cases.
The Conduct System Oversight Committee, chaired by Kathleen McCartney, has begun a thorough review of the system.
In a letter to McCartney, J.
please see DEMANDS, page 9
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U.S. Econo my and
Busin ess Marke ts
Confu sed
U.S. business markets experienced continued volatility due to various reports concerning development of the
Gulf War and the U.S. recession. Oil and defense industry
prices rose following reports of sabotaged oil fields and
effective U.S. made weapons. Federal Reserve Chief Alan
Greenspan said there will be continued expansion of the
money supply to minimize the effects of the recession.

Mass Murd er in New
Mexic o
Seven people were shot to death in a trailer park after
a domestic dispute on Saturday near a rural village. The
massacre apparently began after two officers arrived at
Rick Abeyta' s trailer to issue a restraining order upon the
request of his girlfriend. One officer was shot in the head
before he got out of his car, the second officer was shot in
another car. The specifics of the violent events remain
unclear, but police discovered three bodies upon arriving
at the scene after the shootings. A search was started on
Sunday for the suspect Abeyta, 29, who is believed to be
heavily armed and known to be a skilled hunter.

Yugos lavian Repub lic
Avoid s Revol ution
Yugoslavia's independent- minded republic,
Croatia, had prepared for a possi~le crackdown by
the Yugoslavian Army by positioning local police
forces in strategic locations. However, Crotia' s leaders decided to call back forces rather than engage the
Yugoslavian Army.

Anti-W ar k
Demo nstrat ors
March in
Washi ngton D.C.
Tens of thousands of anti-war demonstrator s
gathered in the nation's capital Saturday to express
their disapproval of U.S. involvement in the war
against Iraq. The movement marched through the
streets of the city then gathered for speeches by
leaders of the anti-war movement, including Jesse
Jackson.

Rebel s Kill
, Amer icans in Centr al
Amer ica
Salvadoran rebels admitted that two of their
soldiers killed U.S. helicopter crew members after
shooting the aircraft down Jan. 2.
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CALENDAR~
Upcoming UNH Events

_

Tuesday, January 29
Last day to withdraw and qualify for 3/ 4 tuition refund
Music Department Auditions- For Appointment, call 862-2404,
M-F, 8:30a-4:30 p.
Women's Basketball-vs. Harvard. Field House, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, January 30 ----■
Last day for undergraduates to withdraw or drop to part-time and
qualify for 3 / 4 tuition refund.
Graduate Student Registration - Stoke Hall Lounge, 1-7 p.m.

Senate President Edward Dupont (left) and House Speaker William Bums (right) contact Gene Savage
for info. on higher education. ( Birger Dahl photo)

USNH works for better ties
between state and education

By Birger Dahl
worked with.
News Editor
Senator Jim St. Jean, a former
As the state cuts more money
member of the Senate Finance
from the University System of
Committee characterized USNH:
New Hampshire's (USNH)
"The only thing they do well is go
budget, state legislators and UNH
to republican fund raisers." But he
administrators say they rely on
agreed that higher education was
Gene Savage, vice-chancellor for
well served by Savage.
University System relations, as
Savage described himself as
their pointman for communica- the information source between
tion.
USNH, state legislators and the
Savage has been the daily
state colleges.
connection between the state
To increase the importance
government and higher education
legislators place on higher educafor the past ten years.
tion, Savage said he tries to have
Savage is not an official lobed .J.cators and state officials interbyist, although many legislators
act as much as possible.
consider him one. If he is a lobbySavage said legislators call
ist, said Representative Bert
him asking for expert help with
Teague, "he's the best the legislatheir own problems, and he refers
ture has."
. them to faculty.
·
"He (Savage) is the major
For example, David Moore, a
reason the University gets as much
UNH political science professor,
as it does," said Teague, who
has been asked several times to
admitted that USNH has been
help conduct polls for legislators,
helpless in avoiding budget cuts.
said Savage.
"We don't have money," said
Teague said he is trying to
Representative William Kidder, a
form a committee to discuss the
member of the Board of Trustees
possibility of a state income tax
and a 1936 graduate of UNH.
with students. Although the comEven without money availmittee is just an idea right now,
able in the state, UNH President
said Brian McCabe, student body
Dale Nitzschke said, "Attitudes
president, Teague is interested in
about higher education are critithe student opinion on this issue.
cal." He said communication with
This interaction between the
the state was still important to
state government and the schools
maintain "credibility" with the
will help legislators see the value
legislature.
of supporting higher education,
Nitzschke said Savage has
said Savage.
one of "the highest degrees of
Legislators blamed themcredibility of any person" he has
selves and alumni for not sup-

porting higher education enough.
Some added that institutions for
higher education in N.H. are isolated from the rest of the state.
Teague, a 1939 UNH grad uate, blames alumni for not providing enough support for their
schools. "So many people feel that
they can graduate and that's the
end." Teague said alumni should
do more to get state support for
higher education.
Joseph Phelan, UNH vice
president for alumni relations, did
not think alumni were apathetic,
but said UNH usually relies on a
key group of alumni to get other
alumni in the area involved with
University support.
Neither alumni nor legislators vaiue the benefits that higher
education brings to the state, said
Teague. Legislators act supportive,
but "when we get into the budget
where we can show real support,
we back off."
Rep re sen ta ti ve Ellen-Ann
Robinson, a member of the state
Appropriations Committee, said
the state does not consider higher
education a priorityofthegovernment because none of the institutions are located in a "population
base of the state." The public does
not experience the benefits of N.H.
colleges on a daily basis, said
Robinson.
Savage is hopeful that interaction between legislators and
educators will counteract any
apathy on either side.

Preview Reception - Exhibition "The Artist as Social Commentator: Prints by Honore Daumier and American Abstractions Since ·
World War II." Johnson T]:teater, 8 p.m., tickets at MUB Ticket
Office, 862-2290.
Music Department Auditions - For appointment, call 862-2404.
Celebrity Series - New York City Opera International Company:
The Marriage of Figaro." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., tickets at MUB
Ticket Office, 862-2290.
Men's Swimming-vs. Bowdoin. Field House, 4 p.m.
Diversity Semester - Living with parents of the same sex. Panel
discussion with gay /lesbian couples. Hunter Hall, 7 p.m.

Thursday, January 3~
Graduate Student Registration - Stoke Hall Lounge, 1-7 p.m.
TASk Center Open House -Training in Academic Skills Center,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
MUSO Film- "Pacific Heights." Strafford Room, MUB, 5, 7:30 and
lOp.m.
Undergraduate Prize Plays - "Three Years Later'', "The Pen and
the Fractured Kitten" and "Mantis" Henessey Theater, Paul Arts,
8p.m.

Friday. February 1
NH International Seminar - "Shaping of Political Ideas in PostAuthoritarian Eastern Europe," George Romoser, UNH. Sponsored by Center for International Perspectives. Alumni Center, 4
p.m.
Men's Track - vs. Mass & Holy Cross. Field House, 6 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey-vs. Boston University. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Undergraduate Prize Plays - "Three Years Later", ''The Pen and
the Fractured Kitten" and "Mantis" Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and details.

$200,000 USNH budget cut expected this spring
By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
Governor Judd Gregg pro. posed a $200,000 reduction to
the University System of New
Hampshire's (USNH) budget for
fiscal 1990-91 earlier this month
in order to increase the State
Division of Health and Human
Services budget by $20 million.
"The supplemental budget
is now in the House Appropriations Committee and in all likelihood the University System will
be cut $200,000 this year," said
Gene Savage, a vice chancellor
in the state legislature.

New Hampshire Senator
Ralph Hough said that members
of the legislature understand that
the Division of Health and Human Services needs an increase of
$20 million because of an increased
case load, a result of the bad state

of economy.
"They need 20 million more
so people don't fall through the
net," said Hough. "Now we have
to find the money."
Claire Van Ummersen, Chancellor for the University System,

"The supplemental budget is now in the House
Appropriations Committee and in all likelihood
the University System will be cut $200,000 this
year."
Gene Savage
vice chancellor in the state legislature

said the money will come from
positions frozen within the University, which have had money
set aside for them.
"Instead of furloughing
people, we will be saving money
for the University," said Van
U mmersen. "I think we were fortunate to have had only $200,000
removed from the budget. It has
helped us to not have a tuition
increase for the spring semester
like we had last year. Every cut
effects the University but this will
certainly not be like last year."
Brian McCabe, student
body president, said "it's one of

those things in tough economic
times that we just have to let slide.
They'll be saving the money by
not filling vacant positions. No
programs will be cut."
While some people involved
with the University and the budget
believe the possible cut is unlikely,
others expressed concern over the
trend of budget cuts, which in all
likelihood will not end soon.
"It wouldn't be too bad if the
cuts were spread out over the year
but as it is, the cuts are all going to
hit in the second semester," said
please see USNH, page 10
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How has the United States governme nt handled the
Persian Gulf Crisis thus far?

"I think we're doing the
right thing. The president did everything he
could to get peace. By
setting the January 15
deadline we had no
other recourse of action
but to go to war."
Mark Balfour
Junior
Geography

"I thought the sanctions
could maybe have gone a
little longer, but Saddam
is crazy so it probably ,
wouldn't have worked
anyway."
Mary Durkee
Senior
Animal Science

· , "I don't think there
should be a war but I do
"Fairly well, but it's depressing
because all my friends are over
there."
Kristin Harris
Freshman
French

think Saddam should be
stopped."
Jen Wilson
Junior
Math

"I don't think it had to
come this quickly but
now I think the best thing
to do is to stand united."
Tim Dobe
Freshman
Undeclared

"At this point, now that we are
there, I think we're doing a good
job trying to destroy his forces. I
also think it's a good point that
we're trying to preserve their religious shrines. But before we were
there, we could have waited. We
didn't have to jump right on the
deadline."
Matt Szydlo
Freshman
Civil Engineering

"Well, it's very organized. Bush has been honest. He said what
he was going to do and he did it. He has been very consistent.
I think he put himself in a position where he had to act. At least
Bush is keeping us well informed. He is letting us know where
he stands."
Kristin Colman
Sophomore
English
Melanie Howard
Sophomore
Studio Arts

Michelle L'Italien
Sophomore
Bio. Science and Technology
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NO TIC ES
ACADEMIC
PRE-MED/PRE-DENTAL INFO: If you are planning to enter medical or dental school in 1992, register with the Pre-med/Pre-de ntal
Advisory Committee in February and March of this year.

GEN ERA L---- ----1
SUPPORT GROUP: For significant others of sexual assault survivors. Facilitated by SHARPP. Advocates, free and confidential. Call
SHARPP for information and location. Wednesday, 7-9 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE/WOME N'S ISSUES RESOURCE CENTER: All
people interested in learning more about group or women's issues in
general invited. Feel free to bring ideas, questions, issues, a friend.
Tuesday, January 29, Room 108, MUB, 7:30 p.m.
SUPPORT GROUP: Peer support for survivors of sexual assaulted.
Facilitated by SHARPP Victim Advocates. Free and confidential.
Call 3494 for more information and location. Tuesdays, 7-9 p.m.

Students held MLK vigil last night outside of T-hall to support the Martin Luthur King Day Committee.
(Mike Parham photo)

Three MLK Day bills duke it out
By Pete Welburn

King's anti-war statements made
during the Vietnam War and evidence of plagiarizing by King
overshadowed what King had
done for civil rights.
The second bill was proposed
by Rep. Caroline Gross at Gov.
Judd Gregg's request. This bill
proposes that the Sunday before
the third Monday in January be
proclaimed Martin Luther King
Jr. and Civil Rights Day.
Part 1, Article 28-a of the N .H.
Constitution prohibits the state
from creating any new programs
that force new costs on local governments, unless the state pays for
such programs.

honoring Martin Luther King in
News Reporter
1991, according to Arnie Alpert,
Three bills honoring Rev.
spokesperson for the Martin LuMartin Luther King Jr. will come
ther King Day Committee.
before the N.H. Legislature this
The committee is rallying
year in state house session. Ironisupport for the third bill that will
cally, each bill proposes a different
comebeforethele gislaturein 1991.
calendar date honoring King and
The bill, which will be introduced
proposes a different title for the
to the Senate, would eliminate the
holiday.
Fast Day holiday and establish a
The federal government has
Martin Luther King and Human
observed the third Monday in
Rights Day on the third Monday
January as Martin Luther King Day
of January.
since 1986. New Hampshire,
Their goal is to establish a
Montana and Arizona are the only
holiday on the same day of the
three states that do not observe a
federally observed holiday, acstate holiday honoring King.
cording to Alpert.
The last time a bill honoring
"We think that it is a real
King was voted on in
holiday, and we want it
the N.H. Legislature
to be observed as a full"We think that it is a real holiday, and we
was in 1989. The vote
fledged holiday," Alpert
was 89 in favor of a
want it to be observed as a full-fledged
said.
state holiday honoring
The Martin
holiday."
King and 255 against,
Luther King Committee
Arnie Alpert, spokesperson for the
according to Rep. Jacis encouraging N.H. resiMartin
Luther King Day Committee.
quelyn Domaingue.
dents to get in touch with
Bills proposing a state
their representatives .
holiday honoring King have been
Gross said this would apply However, according to a recent
defeated a total of six times since to mandating a Martin Luther King state-wide survey conducted by
1979 inN.H.
Day holiday on the same day as the
University of
New
"We are not prepared to rec- the federal holiday. Thus, estab- Hampshire's survey center, only
ognize this individual," Domain- lishing such a holiday would be 48 percent of N.H.'s adult resigue said.
impossible unless the state paid dents are in favor of designating
Domaingue has proposed a for it.
·
King's birthday as a state holiday,
bill that would replace N.H.'s Fast
Domaingue said that the ar- 22 percent were unsure or said it
Day holiday, the fourth Monday ticle does not apply to her pro- did not matter and 30 percent said
in April, with a Civil Rights Day posal because Civil Rights Day New Hampshire should not obholiday honoring all people from would fall on the already estab- serve the federal holiday.
different cultures who fought and lished Fast Day holiday, which is
The poll was funded by the
died for civil rights. One reason to now a floating holiday for state University's Institute for Policy
celebrate civil rights in April was employees. Gross is not in favor and Social Science Research and
because the Civil War was fought of dropping Fast Day, the fourth has a margin of error of plus or
between April 1861 and April 1865, Monday in April, from the calen- minus 4.5 percent, according to
said Domaingue.
dar.
David W. Moore, a professor of
Domaingue believes that it is
"Fast Day is our only state political science and director of
important for New Hampshire to holiday," she said. "fo me it is a the survey center.
stand up for civil rights, but she is good day to have a holiday."
If any of these bills are passed,
against a state holiday that names
Gross voted in favor of the that would not force the UniverKing or celebrates civil rights on legislation to .establish a King sity to recognize the holiday on its
the same day as the federally rec- holiday back in 1989. She said she calendar, according to Stephanie
ognized King holiday.
voted for the legislation then be- Thomas, a member of the academic
11
I have a problem with Mar- cause her school district decided senate's calendar and scheduling
tin Luther King as an individuaJ," to close in honor of the holiday in committee. Although the acashesaid. ''Whenllookatth ewhole 1989.
demic senate could recommend a
picture and look at who I am,
Forty-eight of N .H.'s school new holiday, the final decision
honoring King comes up short."
districts, representing 66 cities and would be up to the Board of TrusAccording to Domaingue, towns,closed toobserveaholid ay tees.

NON-TRADITI ONAL STUDENTS FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP: The FAF deadline is approaching quickly. Speak with
someone from Financial Aid about your application, qualification
status, etc. Thursday, January 31, Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30-1:30
p.m.
SUPPORT GROUP: Adult Survivors of Incest and Child Abuse.
Facilitated by SHARPP Advocates. Free and confidential. Call
SHARPP, 3494 for information and location. Thursdays, 4:30-6:00
p.m.
DISCUSSION GROUP FOR GAY MEN: Call 862-3823 for more
information. Wednesdays, Conference Room #201A, Health Services, 6:30-8 p.m.
LESBIAN DROP-IN DISCUSSION GROUP: Call 862-3823 for
more information. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health Services,
3-4 p.m.
FA CULTY/STAFF SUPPORT FOR LESBIANS & GAYMEN: Call
Health Education at 862-3823 for more information. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health Service Center, 4:30-5:30 p.m.

HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated the following ar.:? sponsored by Health Education and held in Health Services:
EATING CONCERNS SUPPORT GROUP: Available on campus.
Call Health Educational 862-3823 or Counseling at 862-2090 for
screening appointment.
HIV/AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; available at the Office of Health Education & Promotion.
Mon. 9-2:30; Tues. 9-11:45; Call x3823 for an appointment.

AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to those "who have a desire
to stop drinking." Monday-Friday, noon-1 p.m. Conference Room
#201A.
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, noon-1 p.m., Medical Library
#222.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, 1-2 p.m., Conference
Room #201A.
ACOA MEETINGS: Fridays, 1-2 p.m., Conference Room #201A.

MEETINGS
STUDENT AMBASSADOR MEETING: First meeting of the semesterto welcome new members. Tuesday,January 29,Elliot Alumni
Center, 1 p.m.
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Meeting for all levels. Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, 5:30-7:30 p.m. Stage Room, New Hampshire Hall.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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TEACH-IN, from page 3
takes no position on intra-Arab
border disputes as a matter of
policy."'
This could have been
read by the Iraqis as almost a goahead by the United States, said
Gordon. "What the American
ambassadors have just said to
me is something like a green light
-if not a green light, it's clearly a
yellow one, butitain'tared one,"
Gordon said.
· According to Gordon, a
more prudent foreign policy of
the United States would have
been to warn Hussein much earlier that his aggression would not
be tolerated.
Gordon said the increased sense of nationalism the
individual Arab nations have
·u ndergone during the crisis is
positive in that it will increase
stability in the Middle East. The
peace Arab nations might experience from this nationalism
within their own borders, separate from other Arab states, could

be "the silver lining in this terrible
cloud," he concluded.
Alasdair Drysdale, a
UNH geography professor, was
the only speaker to receive a standing ovation from the crowd.
"I am not among the 85
percent of Americans who support our war against Iraq," he
opened. "On the contrary, I am
deeply opposed to it. I believe this
country has entered an ill-considered, dishonest, unnecessary war
with an agenda that is far more
vicious and dangerous than
Americans have been led to believe."
Drysdale is not worried
what will happen if the United
States loses, but what-will happen
after it wins. The political consequences of the U.S. intervention
have not been considered, according to Drysdale. The U.S. crusade
against Iraq has been considered
by many Arabs as a crusade
against all Arabs.
Drysdale questioned

U.S. intentions, wondering if it
planned to occupy Iraq and subdue a country ofl 7 million people.
He also asked what would happen if the remains of Hussein's
army retreated into the northern
mountains and waged a guerrilla
war. This would make much of
U.S. technology useless. He reminded the audience how the
Soviet Union became bogged
down in Afghanistan.
U.S. foreign policy has
been terribly inconsistent in the
Middle East, according to
Drysdale, and he said the United
States does not know what it is
getting itself into.·
"Saddam Hussein's
hubris is exceeded only by our
own. I'm afraid our smart bombs
are infinitely more clever than we
are."
John Voll, a UNH history professor, concluded the
panel by stating the conflict is not
simply a military one.

PEACE, from page 3
commitment we must all strive
for," said Watters. He encouraged the wearing of white ribbons
to signify the call for a peaceful
resolution to the war while supporting troops currently stationed
there.
Clad in heavy coats and
woolen hats to keep out the cold,
participants of the vigil voiced
their views and opinions of the
conflict.
Dale Barkey, a UNH
chemical engineering professor,
and Michael Ferber, a UNH English professor, spoke on coming to
a peaceful resolution and stressed
that we can halt aggression with
negotiation.
Ferber, who is the chair
of New Hampshire Action for
Peace and Lasting Security (PLS),

has spoken at several similar vigils
across New Hampshire. On
Wednesday he stated, "Being patriotic does not mean supporting
the president, the missiles are the
only Patriots in the situation. Even
though the nation was seriously
divided, Bush went to war anyway. Our duty is to protest the
war."
Professors were not the
only ones to speak. UNH junior
Tate Forgey stated, 'We should
remember that colleges have always been the birthplace for peace
movements."
Ann-Marie Elek, student
body vice-president, urged everyone to do their part to keep things
peaceful on campus.
Graduate student Frank
Bridges, a conscientious objector

during the Vietnam war, feels that
the media makes war look like a
video game. People are really
dying - it's real, he said.
"I'm just here because I
want everyone to come back OK,"
said UNH senior Anne Ernst.
The vigil ended on an
abruptly controversial note as a
student army reservist, who has a
brother in Saudi Arabia, took the
forum. "I'm not afraid of going to
war. I'm afraid of what people
.think of you when you go to war.
I hate war, but I'll support apydecision the president makes," he
said.
Professor Watters
strongly pledged that the vigil
would meet every Wednesday·
until aggressions have ceased in

Voll was disappointed
by the way the war is being depicted by the media as only a
"spectacular celebration of technology." This does not tell the
public much about'the war at all.
Using the headline of a
major Amman, Jordan newspaper Voll showed the dimensions
to which this war has expanded.
The headline read "The New
Crusade of the West Against the
Islamic Holy Places." If the network told what that paper said,
instead of seizing the chance for
"another photo opportunity of a
SCUD missile" the public would
have understood "the dimension
that will on the long run determine the consequences of this
war," said Voll.
Voll warned that the allies are not only imposing military
force on Iraq, but also idealistic
and political force. This application of Western standards will
eventually cause the U.S. to fail in

the Middle East.
Questions and comments by the audience were tak~n
after the conclusion of the speakers' presentations. One question
involved the topic of linkage between the invasion of Kuwait and
Gorthe Palestinian issue.
don responded by saying there
was no connection between these
two issues, but that Hussein was
trying to draw attention from
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.
"Is there any logical
connection?" Gordon asked.
"There is of course not." He called
it "a classic red-herring."
Voll argued thatthelinkage was made when Hussein said
he would withdraw if the Palestinian issue was discussed. '1f he
(Gordon) is correct in terms of it
being a red-herring, then there
would have been absolutely no
cost at all for the United States to
have called Saddam Hussein's
bluff."

the Middle East regardless of
pending circumstances. He also

urged all peace advocates to join
the assembly.

TECHNOLOGY MAJORS COMPUfE YOUR
RJTUREWITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
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Add up the advantages of
Air Force ROTC as you prepare
to study science or engineering - and
you'll make some exciting discoveries.
You 'II see how you can apply for two- or
four-year scholprship programs to help pa; for
that college degree. You'll discover that you can graduate with a commission as an Air Force officer, ready to
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DEMAND S, from page 4

C-LOT, from page 4

Gregg Sanborn, dean of student
affairs, wrote, "Given that we are
now into the third year of the
new Conduct System, I feel it is
essential that the Conduct System Oversight Committee begin
a thorough review of the System
immediately.. .lt is my desire that
the Oversight Committee develop a formal report with recommendations for submission to
me by March 1, 1991."
Frank Gifford, a member of the oversight committee,
said it has begun weekly meetings to see where the problems
are in the conduct system.
Gifford feels such a system must constantly undergo
change because ''there will always be a case a particular system won't be able to handle."
Gifford cited recent trouble in the
present system concerning cases
involving student organizations
and the Steadman case.
Gifford hopes the conduct system onlyneeds "fine tuning, and not a complete overhaul." Student participation in the
system is good and except for a
few glitches the system is functioning well.

"We had a lot of big ideas, but as
the days wore on we went for
smaller demands realizing we
weren't going to get what we
wanted. The only compromise
was not to take from faculty or
staff parking," said Valerio.
Other changes include:
car pool parking in Thompson
Hall lot, reduction of ticketing
hours from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. to 7
a.m. to 3 p.m., short term metered parking in front of the Field
House, reserved spaces for persons visiting Career Placement
and Planning, free Coast bus
passes for all parking permit
holders, overnight parking in C
lot and improved information
available from Parking and
Transportation.
''This is not a solid win
yet. No matter what happened,
we still didn't get B lot back,"
said Ann Marie Elek, student
body vice president.
The changes, which
were suggested by the student
senate, were in part due to the 11
points they demanded at a pro-

''The system is viewed
as more of a part of the administration than it should be," he said.
"It should as an unbiased third
party."
Barbara Brueggemann,
assistant dean of student affairs,
said the review of the system was
discussed even before the student
protest. She said in early October
it had been suggested it was "time
to do some evaluation of the system."
Brueggemann said so far
the conduct system is legally
bound to follow its present policies for the remainder of the academic year. Any changes will be
implemented for next fall.
McCabe said the students will be involved in the examination of the system in many
ways. ''They'll be asked how they
feel about it, they'll be the ones
doing the collecting of the data,
and then the senate will come back
and approve the changes or not
approve them."
An open forum is
planned for Feb. 13, specifically
for anyone to voice his or her opinion or recommendations on the
conduct system.

WAR, from page 3

test on Dec. 4. Over winter break,
students and administration met
to form an Advisory Committee
on Transportation and Parking to
allow students to have an input
on parking decisions, as was
demanded at the protest.
This committee consists
of faculty members Jeff Savage
and Laurel Ulrich, Professional
Administrative and Technical
(PAT) staff member Kay Chaltas,
operating staff member Margaret
Houle, graduate student Jerry
Stedge, UNH junior Rebecca
Hessler and Valerio.
Hessler and Valerio,
members of the student senate,
were appointed to their positions
by Brian McCabe, student body
president and Elek after showing
concern and interest in improving
the parking situation on campus.
McCabe and Elek are
confident Hessler and Valerio
represent the students interests Hessler as a resident and Valerio
as a commuter. They also allowed
Division of Continuing Education
(DCE) student Randy Spartichino,

PAGE9

an interested commuter student,
to sit in as a consultant. Spartichino was also active in organizing
the student protest and spoke to
students. He stated that, ''For too
long we've been quiet and sat by,
watching as decisions have been
made about our lives without our
input."
The committee is scheduled to meet again in February to
discuss parking plans fornext year.
Hessler said she and Valerio
probably will not be sitting on the
committee because new student
members will be appointed. Overall, the student senators were
pleased with their accomplishments, but noted that they didn't
want to be too optimistic at this
point.
''This didn't makeup 100
percent for the loss of Blot. But we
worked with the administration
and this paved the way for further
improvements," said Elek.
Hessler nodded her head
in agreement and added, "I would
say 75 percent, but definitely not
100 percent."

University of Wisconsin
Platteville
I

v'

mother, he is a member of the Hooksett, N.H., has also been actiinactive Army Reserves.
vated, but Shapiro's mother said
Major Douglas Wilkin- the information regarding her
son of the Reserve Officers' Train- son's military affiliation is confiing Corps.' (ROTC) said that 15 of dential.
the 100 UNH ROTC cadets are
Alan Prina, 23, a freshalso enlisted with other reserve man business major form Brenunits, such as the Army Reserves. twood, N.H., is home recuperatHe said that the cadets in the other - ing afterinjuring his leg during a
reserve units have the same chance three-week training period at
of being called to active duty as Camp Lejeune, N.C. According to
would any reserve unit even Prina's mother, he is not sure if he
though they are also in ROTC. is going back to Camp Lejeune.
Twenty-five of the 100 cadets are
Two students from UNH
female.
at Manchester have also been
Jeffrey Shapiro, 21, a called to active duty.
junior communication major from

If you took the time to read this,
so would your customers.

For advertising information
contact:
The New Hampshire
Business Office
Room llOB, MUB
or call 862-1323.

HE

Emphases in
Liberal Arts
International Business
Courses available in Spanish
and in English

RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOT TUB ROOM RENTALS
AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area and Stereo in each Tub Room • Suite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furnished• Juices & Disposable Bathing Suits Available•

Fluency in Spanish not required
All courses approved by UW-Platteville
and validated on an official UW-Platteville
transcript
$3975 per semester for Wisconsin and
Minnesota residents
$4225 per semester for non-residents
Costs include
Tuition and Fees
Room and Board in Spanish Homes
Fieldtrips
Financial aid applies
For further information contact
Study Abroad Program
308 Warner Hall
UnlTersity of Wlscomin-PlatteTille
I Uninrslty Plaza
PlatteTille, WI 53118-3099
(603) 342-1726
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ABROAD, from page 3
tolp us to try to act un-American, to speak Spanish, to try not
to -dress American, and to not
hang around with other Americans.
"While I travelled I always
spoke in Spanish and said I was a
Spaniard," said Blume.
Journalism/ Animal Science
major Terri Danisevich is a senior
who has just spent five months in
Yorkshire, England working on
an newspaper internship.
"I had planned to come back
on Jan. 18," Danisevich said.

Then, everybody started getting
nervous. My friend's mother basically dialed the number for British
Airways and · handed me the
phone."
Danisevich left England three
days early 11just to be on the safe
side." She said she figured if there
was going to be any terrorism it
would not be until midnight on
Tuesday, she said.
'1 was having trouble sleeping before I left," said Danisevich.
11
1 had heard rumors that there
was a sleeping army of 6,000 Ar-

USNH, from page 5
Hough.
State Rep. Doug Hall said
he does not see any mid-semester
increases in tuition between now
and June, but believes it is likely
there will be an increase next year.
''The shortfall the state is experiencing is so significant it
would be incredible to me that
there wouldn't be a five percent
increaseormoreforthenextyear,"
said Hall.
Board of Trustees member Steve MacAuliffe said the main
issue is the 1991-92 budget.
"fhe government is already
taking more money from a budget
they've already slashed considerably, and they'll be seeking to
take more money," said MacAuliffe. ''There definitely will be a
tuition hike for next year." T h e
new budget awaits the governor's
Feb. 15 budget message and will
then be referred to the House
Appropriations Committee, said
Savage.
Savage said the new budget
could take until May, June or July
to be approved. The current
budget runs through until July 1,
he said.
'Why should we fight for
$200,000 when we'll have to fight
for $5 or $6 million in the biennium budget? We'll be in serious
trouble if they cut the biennium
budget. The University asked the
-state for a 26 percent increase in its
budget even though Gov. Gregg
asked us to cut our budget by
eight percent. That's like asking
for a 34 percent increase. That's a
lot that we're going to have to
fight for," said McCabe.
According to Hough the
proposed budget cut maybe worse
for public education than the actual dollar figures show.
"It all becomes relative,"
said Hough. '1n the past two years
the budget has been cut from $110
million to $104 million. You've
already lost about $6 million.
$200,000 really isn't really all that
much. Incomparisonit'sadropin
the bucket but to do that is a clear
shot at the University symbolically.
'1've been fighting for the
University for the last 20 years
and over the past two years things
have gotten worse. You have had
budget reduction after budget
reduction. Weknowit'simpacted
the students directly and enough
is enough," said Hough.
MacA uliffe added that
"unfortunately it represents a
misguided effort on the part of the
state as to what the state wants for
education. The cut will either
, degrade the quality of education
or mean a tuition hike for students."

According to Hough, this
is a crisis situation.
"Budget cuts are always laid
upon the backs of students and
their families," said Hough. "Students aren't getting courses and
students aren't returning because
their parents can't afford the tuition."

abs in Britain. "The difference of three days made me feel better," she said.
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VIGIL, from page 3
lence."
During the march, protestors chanted such slogans as
"no blood for oil" and "support
the troops, not the war," and
waved signs bearing protest slogans.
During the discussion in
the MUB following the march,
economics Professors Richard
England and Marc Herold each
spoke for several minutes on the

war, after which other participants
were able to share some of their
questions and ideas.
England said he is "not
so much angry as sad"' that this
tragedy will involve, and already
is involving, the loss of many innocent civilians. He also said that
the war is "turning into an ecological tragedy."
"Let's talk about the Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait," sug-

gested England. 'We can stop it
before it goes to a ground phase."
Herold reiterated some
of what England said and also
tried toanswerthequestionmany
people ask: "Why are we in the
Gulf?"
His answer was that
because of the tremendous competition with Japan and Europe,
"the U.S. is trying to assert control
of the resources in the Middle

East."
"Letting the sanctions
work meant time," said Herold,
"and time is money."
Herold also referred to
money when he made the point
that the war is not in the American interest. Future Americans
will be paying for this war with a
lower standard of living, he said.
''There's a tremendous
amount of creativity in the

world," Herold assured. "Why
can't that creativity be used in
diplomacy?"
Other topics covered
during the discussion were the
disproportionate amount of minorities in the Gulf, the similarities and differences between this
warandtheVietnam War,andthe
coverage of the war by the media.
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American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime- because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informaThere's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
tiye articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express® Card.
discounts from leading retailers.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
by getting the American Express Card.Just call us (have your bank
Continental Airlines.
address and account number..on hand). What's more,
":f·':'./:};;::,::_.',,.: ...;.:.,:..
:;;
Just look at the map and pick the place you cl like
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
Card now while you're still in school than it may
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
"%%
ever be again.
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
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Membership Has Its Privileges®
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AnAmencanExp,esscompany

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. !reformation about your cert~ficates will be arrivinR soon

e

CONTINENTAL

·complete terms and conditions of this uavel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc.
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DELTA, from page 1
land. 'Those books provide no
identification. What's even
stranger is that they [the police]
took all the pledge books even
from the pledges who had I.D."
No arrests were made
and no summons were issued that
evening, but when the students
went to retrieve their identification the next morning, they were
issued citations for criminal trespass and the pledge books were
not returned. Instead, the books
were turned over to University
officials because of their content,
which the Durham police spokesman would only characterize as
"alarming."
"It seems that first the
Durham Police and then the University system objected to some of
the interviews that related to sexual matters," said Leland. '1t was
all very vague, but the University
seemed to be upset by some passages that were vulgar and sexually exp licit about fantasies or past
consensual encounters."
Ronald Rodgers, general
counsel for the University, said
that although he felt it inappropriate for him to comment on the
University's concerns with the
contents of the books, "Delta Chi
knows exactly what the
University's objections are. We
worked with them and their lawyer for a long time on it."
When University began
proceedings for conduct hearings
against the fraternity, Delta Chi
responded by filing suit against
the University, seeking an injunction to prevent the use of the books
in conduct hearings. "We felt that
our civil rights were being violated. We felt like we had to get
legal counsel to defend ourselves,"
said Leland.
Although the fraternity
won their injunction, according to
their lawyer, Kenneth Murphy,
the suit is far from over. 'The case
we filed against the University
also includes claims for damages
for loss of reputation." Citing
rumors of sexual misconduct that
were printed in The New Hampshire about the contents of the
books, Murphy said the reputations of his clients had been severely damaged.
Leland concurred, saying that two pledges had dropped
out of the pledge program directly
as a result of the fact that articles
were printed in The New Hampshire about the incident just before
parents weekend. He said that he
thought the rumors would also
hurt future pledging. "Who wants
to pledge with a bunch of rapists
and lawbreakers?" asked Leland,

who claims this is the image the about the books were supplied by
incident has created for Delta Chi. the fraternity itself," said RodgRodgers de~ied these ers. As to the continuing charges,
charges, saying that the Univer- Rodgers said, "That's news to us.
sity has never released any infor- Their lawyers made some noise
mation abo-ut the content of the about that, but the next move is up
books. "All the rumors on campus to them." As far as the University

is concerned he said, the case is
closed.
According to Betsy Parente, assistant dean of student
activities, Delta Chi still faces a
conduct hearing regarding the
criminal trespass charges, which
could result in the fraternity's full

dismissal from campus.
The Delta Chi brothers
also face 59 counts of criminal
trespass in Durham District Court,
according to Durham police. The
charge is a violation, which could
result in fines as large as $500 per
count.

This S~tember2
will you be poundmg
the pavement or
on the road
to success?
It's a tough job market out there. You'll be up against some pretty stiff competition. People ~ith the
education and the experience. Of course, there are alternatives - especially for those individuals with an
eye on the big picture.
We're Hannaford Bros. Co., Northern New England's leading food and drug retailer - an established,
highly successful company with annual sales of over $1. 5 billion and still growing in this tight fiscal
market. You may know us as Shop 'n Save,Martin's Food & Drug Center and Sun Foods. Our corporate
headquarters are located in Scarborough, ME, and we have stores and opportunities available in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. On FEBRUARY 21, 1991, we'll be returning to
your campus to interview interested, qualified individuals for our
·

Retail Management Training Program.
Representatives will be on hand to meet with prospective candidates ''one-on-one'' to discuss the
details of this program which has led many individuals into senior management positions.
It's a tough, intensive and demanding program that accepts only a few promising candidates each
year. People with the leadership skills and drive to succeed. If you're graduating this year with a grade
point average of 3.0 or better and have superior communications skills, don't miss out on this outstanding opportunity. And, come September, instead of looking for work, you can be working toward your future!
For further information, contact your Placement Office. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V.
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Nowyoucanhavetwoofthemostrecogntzcdand: STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022 1
1
accepted credit cards in the \Wrld ...Vlsa® and MasterCard® 1
credit cards..... ln your name." EVEN IFYOU ARE NEW IN 1
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN n.JRNED DOWN BEFORE!

VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you I
deserve and need for-· ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT I

•

lwantVISA®/MASTERCARD~Credtt

Cards. Enclosed find $15 whtch ts 100% refundable tf not
approved Immediately.

STORES-TIJITION-ENTERTAINMENT- I NAME
EMERGENCY CASH-TICKElS-RESTAURANfS- 1 ADDRESS
HOTELS-MOTEI.S-GAS-CAR RENTAI.S- 1
REPAIRS-AND TO Bl.JUD YOUR CREDIT RATING! I CrIY _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE -
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No turn downs!
No credit checks!

No security deposit !

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

MAIL THIS N

RISK COUPON TODAY
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ZIP - - - -

PHONE - - - - - S.S.# - - - - - - -

1 SIGNA1URE ---------I

I
I

NOn:· MasterCud Is a ~stem! trademark of MasterCard lntr:matlonal Inc.
. Visa Is a ~steml tradermrk of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA lnlcmatlonal
Services Association.
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CASE, from page 1
from the University the day after
the conduct board found him
guilty of assaulting a UNH sophomore in his dormitory room
on Oct. 12. No criminal charges
against Steadman have been filed.
Steadman, who says he
is innocent, filed two suits -a slander suit against the woman, a civil
suit against the University, as well
as ana ppeal of the conduct board's
decision with UNH President Dale
Nitzschke.
Nitzschke refused to
comment.on whether he plans to
approve or deny that appeal.
UNH officials also testified during last Monday's hearing.
Jim Boylan, UNH men's
basketball coach, said he met with
University officials on Oct. 31, but
was not made aware of any evidence against Steadman at that
time.
After the hearing, Boylan
refused to comment on the
University's handling of the case
but said he did not kick Steadman
off the team before the conduct
board hearing because he was
trying to give Steadman a fair
chance.
"He (Steadman) gave
one story ,and the woman gave
another," said Boylan. "We
wanted to wait for him (Steadman) to have his day. Once the
school said he was guilty, we had
no other choice but to do what we
did."
Barbara Brueggemann,
assistant dean for student affairs,

testified in support of the conduct
board's dec-ision to expel Steadman, stating that evidence supported he was guilty.
After the trial, Brueggemann refused to comment on the
case but said she felt the disciplinary system is fair.
·
"fhe system is designed to
protect student's rights, and we
do that," Brueggemann said. ''The
student conduct system makes
people uncomfortable. We are
doing the best we can."
Steadman refused to
comment on anything.
Judge Joseph Nadeau
also heard on Jan. 17 in Strafford
County Superior Court a request
to dismiss the slander suit Steadman is bringing against the
woman.
The woman's attorney,
Gregory Swope, argued in court
that during the conduct board
hearingheldonNov.5 , Steadman
admitted to having sexual contact
with the woman without her
"expressed permission."
"Expressed permission is the
keyword in this trial," said Swope.
According to the rules of
conduct, section C-2 of the UNH
student handbook, a student .is
forbidden to take part in "sexual
activitywithoutexpres sed permission." If the rule is violated, the
maximum penalty is dismissal.
"Mr. Steadman, in his
testimony to the conduct board,
admitted penetration withmrt
expressed permission," Swope
said. "He did not, however, admit
a lack of implied consent."

Implied consent is physical,
while expressed permission is
verbal, said Swope.
Swope did not state that
Steadman is admitting to physical
assault or having sexual contact
without implied consent.
"All we are saying is that he
admitted to achieving penetration
without expressed permission,',.
said Swope. The conduct board is
fair because.all it did was punish
Steadman for violating rules of
conduct, section C-2, Swope
added.
Lyons said Swope' s
comment that Steadman admitted to having sexual contact with- ·
out expressed permission was "so
ridiculous, I didn't even stand up
in court to respond to it."
"At no time did Steadman have sexual contact without
expressed permission," added
Lyons.
Lyons said he hopes the
judge does not dismiss the slander
case because the woman "slandered and libeled" Steadman.
"Her accusations were
false," Lyons said.
A decision on whether
the slander suit will be dismissed
and whether Steadman will be
allowed to return to school are
expected sometime in the next two
weeks. Although no time limit has
been placed on a decision from
Nadeau, McDonough said judges'
decisions are
generally re- - - - ceived within
20 days of a
hearing.

MUB
Mini Cours es
Sprin g 1991 Q_
Controlled Impact Aerobics
Beginning & Advanced Beginners
Ballroom Dancing
International Latin Dancing
International Modern Dancing
Blues Harmonica • Voyager: Traveler's French
Massage• Self Defense• Guitar
Sign Language I & II • Yoga I & II
Knitting • Meditation for Relaxation
Herbs for Health• Middle Eastern Dance
Scenework for Beginning Actors
Registration
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
J.1nuary 29, 30, 31 • 9 am-12 noon & 1-4 pm
Student Activities Office
Room 126, Memorial Union Building (MUB)

Fee due at registra.tion
For more information call 862-1001
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SPEECH, from page 1
was the war in the Persian Gulf.
"If I had been in the
Senate when the roll was called
on the eve of the war, I would
have voted with the 47 senators
who believed the economic siege,
combined with diplomacy,
should have been continued as
our principal tools in reacting to
Saddam Hussein's aggression,"
said McGovern.
McGovern also said the
absence of an energy policy has
left the country dependent on
Persian Gulf oil.
America's international
role also bothers McGovern.
"As a patriot I am troubled about America falling into the
role of global policeman - a role
no nation can play for long without sinking into bankruptcy," he
said.
McGovern said that he

TASk
..j..j

didn't believe the democrats could
beat the republicans by imita_ting
them. ''The future of our party
depends on our ability to produce
new versions of Jefferson, Wilson
and Roosevelt; not democratic
copies of Reagan, Bush and
Quayle," he said.
In ending, McGovern
quoted two famous American
patriots.
"To make the American
dream of dignity, equality, justice
and freedom a reality for all of us
and to seek a peaceful community
in the world around us - these
goals will test the mettle of every
patriot across the land. They can,
in (Abraham) Lincoln's phrase, stir
'the better angles of our nature.'
They can give force to Thomas
Paine's eloquent promise: 'We
have it in our power to begin the
world over again."'

Tip of The Week
Studying in blocks of one
hour is recommended:
use 50 minutes to study
and lOminutes for break

Uno's Gets Carried
Away
Any two regular size
deep dish pizzas to go
only $9.95. These are
the world famous
Uno's pizzas that sell
for up to $10.95 each.
Save. Save. Save.

~\1,ZElf1'1

1875 S. Willow Street
(at the Goffs Falls Rd. intersection)
Nashua - 888-6980
304 Daniel Webster Highway
(in front of the Pheasant Lane Mall)
Manchester - 64 7 -8667

01'0 ·
RESTAURANT
&BAR

1 ANY TWO REGULAR PIZZAS TO GO 1
I
Hot
Fresh
Frozen
I
I (Fully Baked) (Ready to Bake) (Store in Freezer) only$ •
I
• Take-out only
I • One coupon per person per visit
I
· I • Not valid for delivery or with any other offer
.,.,,n.1t,-1
I
I •Call ahead for hot' take-out
'IJRQ _1
II Offer
-1

9 95

expires: 2/6/91
Valid at participating stores only.

RESTAURANl'ABA~

I

~------------------~
I
I
UNI IT

r'r,•,rn.•.•·•r/'Y',,/'li
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UNH

Counseling Psychology

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Seacoast Crisis
Pregnancy Center
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing
• counseling and information
• practical support

HOTLINE
749-4441

We Care!
90 Washington Street
Suite 306B, Dover, NH

PRINTS
Downe Burns, Germans,
Penas, Vigil
~

~

.,

Navajo Rugs
Ute Pottery • Picture
Tile • Jewelry

Boston-Bou ve College of Human Developme nt Professions
at Northeaste rn University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participatio n.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as
well as practice-or iented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
clinical environme nt.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to
Graduate School, Boston-Bou ve College of Human Developme nt
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeaste rn University,
Boston, MA 02115.

Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
institution and employer.

56 Market St .• Portsmouth. NH

433-301 _7

Get off your horse
and apply for
Film's Director at
MUSO
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FIN AN CIA L
AID
APP LIC AT ION S
~ Now

avai lable ~
S ~ for 1991 - 92 ~
~e
~

at the Finan cial Aid Office ,
Stoke Hall
(M-F 8:00-4 :30)

e

t

. . . . . . .. ..
•

.

Assis tant

Bus ines s Ma nag er
The Student Activity Fee Organiz ation is
searchi ng for a full time undergr aduate
student to fill the position of Assista nt
Busines s Manage r.

Will be respons ible for
$1.4 million Studen t
Activity Fee budget.
Must be availabl e as a full time
undergr aduate next year to fill Busines s
Manage r position .

App lican ts shou ld
obta in. a 1991 -92
Fina ncia l Aid Form
(FAF )
PRIOR ITY DEAD LINES
Underg raduate s: Februa ry 15, 1991
Gradua tes: May 1, 1991
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Appl icatio ns in MUB
room 124
Due Febr uary 8
· •
-

=

~
~

For more informa tion call: :
Frank Gifford
Student Activity Fee
. . .
·
Busines s Manage r
~
862-130 5
: llllllJ III~ MUB 124A
:

~Ill,;,,,.

~
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just a phone call away.
cool-aid.
hotline 862-2293
tapeline 8623554 _
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Measl es, Celibacy, and Classe s
Registration is becoming a health risk at
UNH.Thenewly-implemente dmandatefromhealth
services says that we have to have proof of a measles
shot before we can officially register for classes. This
means added stress at registration, plus the threat of
birth defects.
Because of an outbreak in measles that shut
down many schools in New England, UNH officials
decided that students would need proof of immunization by registration time or receive the shot at the
Field House. The shot that immunizes us against
measles contains live measles, mumps, and rubella
_viruses, and every doctor will tell you that this shot is
definitely a risk for pregnant women.
There is a chance that there are women arriving at the Field House for registration, finding out
that they haven1t received the shot, and being forced
mentally to take the shot while they are pregnant.
UNH Health Services tried to cover their
tracks. They sent out a letter last October, saying that
anyone who hadn't received the shot would be required to show proof of it by November 1st. Those
who didn't get the vaccine from their family doctor
would receive a shot from Health Services on the
premises at registration. The letter states none of the
dangers to an unborn chi,ld that have been associated

Delta Chi

Info
To the Editor:
Having witnessed the
hearing between Delta Chi vs.
UNH on Dec.12,1990, I would like
to give an outside perspective on
what happened to show there are
people out there that are concerned. The case was to determine whether the pledged books
could be used by the UNH conduct system. · The fraternity
claimed the pledge books were
seized and searched by the police
and UNH conduct system illegally. The contents were private
interviews of the brothers by the
pledges. The defense (UNH) said
the police accused the people at
· the train tracks of trespassing, and
the books were taken as a form of
identification. Both parties admitted the books contained sexually explicit acts degrading
women, and accounts of sexual
harassment and assault. The judge
made no decision as of 2:00 Dec.
12 on Wednesday afternoon; his
verdict was said to be announced
toward the end of December,
beginning of January.
Regardless of the judge's
decision whether or not the books
can be used, it is now up to UNH
to inform us of the issues at stake.
If the university withholds infor-

with this measles vaccine.
At registration last week, approximately 250
students received a purple card instead of a registration packet, and were sent over to the Heal th Services
representatives for the shot. All were made to sign a
blue slip, which stated '1 understand that I should
not receive this vaccine if there is a chance that I am
pregnant, or might get pregnant, in the next 3 months."
There are several ways that pregnant women could
have been immunized:
A woman who hadn't understood the dangers to a fetus from last fall's letter gets to registration,
is panicked because she needs to add Spanish in
order to graduate, and goes for the shot just because
she just wants to get out of there. She signs the form,
letting the school off the hook legally, but she is also
being forced to make the pledge then and there that
she won't get pregnant for the next three months. It
doesn't take Detective Joe Friday to understand that
there's room for error here.
In another situation, a student we talked
with got the immunizations twice, and twice the
school lost her records. She showed up at registration
a half hour before it closed, because her name was
toward the end of the alphabet. She knew she had
been immunized and expected no problems. Instead,

mation about organizations and
places on campus that pose a threat
to women, it is their responsibility
to let us know about them. It is
important that UNH informs us
so we as a community can become
more aware of the sexist attitudes
which hurt, degrade, and violate
both women and men alike. The
silence needs to be broken in order
to prevent such attitudes and incidents from threatening the future
safety of us all.

Vanessa Holtzer
Student Senator
Member of S.C.A.R

Let's 8onor
MLK
To the Editor:
As disgusting as it is
today with our standards of justice, not too long ago many places
in America did not allow black
people into some schools only
because they were black people.
Blacks could not eat in
"white" restaurants. Blacks could
not use "white" bathrooms. Blacks
could not swim in "white" mu-

nicipal swimming pools. Blacks
could not ride in "white" sections
of buses.
Even more incredible as
it may now seem with the principles we hold dear in our nation

today, we once had slaves. Presidents of the United States owned
slaves. And while many Americans even back then thought the
situation was intolerable, many
other Americans thought it was
right.
It took the Civil War and
a great American, Abraham Lincoln, to stop slavery. But it took
another 100 years and another
great American, Martin Luther
King, Jr., to teach us how to think
differently about each other as
human beings.
By not adopting the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday,
as 47 states and our national government has done, New Hampshire is passing up an opportunity
to continue educating ourselves
and the world to think differently
- and better - about one another. Becaµse during Martin
Luther King Day, America not
only honors Dr. King, it is a time
when our nation says NO to racism, NO to bigotry, NO to prejudice, NO to intolerance, and NO
to hatred. It is a day full of educa,t ion and thinking about some of
the mistakes and horrors of our .
past as well as some of the injustices today here and in other countries.
Just think about those
five words: "RACISM," "BIGOTRY," 1'PREJUDICE," "INTOLERANCE", and "~ATRED."
There are few expressions in our
:gnglish language which are as
divisive. As abhorrent. As disgusting. And there are few attitudes in
our lives which are as difficult to
eliminate.

she was informed that there was no record of her
shot, and was told "if you don't find a record in the
next half-hour, registration is going to close on you.
You'd be better off to just get another shot." What if
she had been pregnant at registration? This school is
making students prioritize the chances of getting
needed classes over their health.
Here's the worst scenario: One woman we
spoke to said that she had received the purple card,
and refused to get the shot because she wasn't sure if
she was pregnant. The representatives from Health
Services said they would take her down to their
offices for a urine-sample pregnancy test. Although
these tests are very sensitive and accurate, it is a
known fact that the hormone released into a pregnant
woman's bloodstream takes at least 10 to 14 days to
show up as a positive pregnancy test. This woman
could have gotten a negative reading that day and
received a vaccine that could harm her theoretically
two-week old baby.
UNH did not require that students have a
measles vaccination until the after the outbreaks two
years ago. This type of shot should have been required before we entered this institution, and women
should be fully notified of its risks. Administering it
at registration is a sloppy solution.

The feelings summarized by those words are the enemy, not the people whose skin is
tinted black, brown, red, yellow,
or white; people who have different religious beliefs or who come
from another nation.
Why cannot New Hampshire join the rest of America to
honor Dr. King's ideals? The sad
thing is that the debate today
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More letters
·on pg.18
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The Day After
Summary and expansion of Michael Ferber's speech
at Concord, January 17, 1991
Most of us today feel a difficult mixture of emotions. We feel grief for those already reported killed and
anxiety for the many more now in peril of their lives. We
feel a tragic sense of helpless gloom as we watch this war
take its seemingly inevitable course, rather as we watch a
tragedy on stage and shout to ourselves, "Don't do it, you
fool! Youdon'tseetheconsequences!" Howlittledoesour
government really know, or really care, about the bottomless intricacies of the ancient cultures of the Middle East? Is
the US now the arbiter of intra-Arab conflicts? The military
guarantor of the feudal autocracies called the House of
Saud and what George Bush last night called "the legitimate government of Kuwait," the Emirate of the al-Sabah
family?
We also feel-though for some of us this has been
buried beneath our other emotions-anger and outrage at
Bush's decision to go to war. We are angry not only because
his decision is dead wrong, for the reasons we have been
urging for months, and not only because he made the
decision in full awareness that the country, and Congress,
was deeply divided over it. We are angry because there is
evidence that he intended all along to go to war, and that
the famous sanctions were only a cover of legitimacy for the
violent destruction of Iraq's war-making power (which
would have been achieved, more slowly but inexorably, by
an oil boycott alone).
There is even evidence (in this week's New Yorker)
that Bush was colluding in Kuwait's strange behavior last
spring and summer when, with the support of the Saudis,
it drove oil prices well below OPEC levels and refused to
extend Iraq's loan. To Iraq this was a matter of economic
survival. And we have never had a proper explanation of
US Ambassador Glaspie' s statement to Saddam Hussein in
late July that the US takes no stand on the Iraq-Kuwait
conflict: was that part of a plan to lure Saddam into a
disaster?
In his speech last night Bush kept repeating the
phrase "While the world waited": while the world waited,
Iraq dismembered Kuwait, Iraq worked on nuclear weap-

ons, and so on. True the world waited, for five months, but
the world also waited for ten years while Reagan and Bush
encouraged Iraq to attack our enemy of the moment, Iran;
the world waited ten years while they granted US ind ustries permission to sell Iraq vital military technology; the
world waited ten years while our allies France and Germany sold Iraq weapons; and the w0rld waited ten years
while Reagan and Bush cancelled Jimmy Carter's alternative energy policies and made the government live as if
there were no tomorrow.

w}:tat good does it do to protest now that the war is begun?
We must remember, first, that a war that was wrong
yesterday as a hypothesis cannot become right today as a
reality; if anything, it becomes even more wrong. We must
remember, too, that the war may not go according to plan.
We pray it will be brief, and Saddam will see that his people
faceendlessslaughterifhedoesnotwithdrawfromKuwait,
but no one can know how things will unfold. Our protests
mayhaveaneffectina weekorafewweeksof the war takes
a turn not counted on by the geniuses in the Pentagon. We
also promised during the last few weeks to raise the political costs of prosecuting the war, and now we must make
good on that promise. In November of 1992 we will
remember who ordered American and Iraqi young people
to die, and who in Congress voted for it-including the
four Republicans from New Hampshire.
Our continued vigorous protests must help inculcate a new "post-Vietnam syndrome," like the one that
may well have kept the US from invading several other
countries between 1973 and now, and which led every
major Christian denomination, a dozen major labor unions, and 47 Senators to declare against the war that nonetheless began yesterday. Our continued protests should
also be aimed at getting new policies in place that will keep
wars like this out of bounds and unnecessary. We must
press for a policy on the Middle East that will apply the
same principles to our allies as to our enemies, to Israel in
Palestine, Syria in Lebanon, and Turkey in Cyprus. Stability will be impossible in the Islamic world where '1inkage"
is deep and hatreds against British and American imperialism deeper, unless a comprehensive and just settlement
is undertaken by all parties. We must press for a United
Nations with genuine independent powers, not as an
auxiliary to the "new world order'' as George Bush conceives it. And we must press-how weary we feel in saying
it-for an energy policy at home that weans us from the
quick fixes of oil and plutonium, addictions now beyond
our means in blood and wealth to maintain.

r- -

• * • • *
We will be accused of unpatriotic behavior because
we continue to speak out against this terrible and unnecessary war. When New Hampshire servicemen and servicewomen return home in "human remains pouches" (the
Pentagon's term of art this year for body bags) we may hear
harsh words against us. On TV last night I heard a father
of a Marine say it "hurts" to see peace demonstrators. We
will be told to get behind our troops and get behind our
President, as if those are the same thing.
Do not be intimidated by those demands. We
have nothing but sympathy for the families of troops in the
Gulf. Indeed many of us in this gathering have sons or
daughters, brothers or sisters or cousins or fathers or
mothers, on duty in the Gulf, and we know that the best
way to get behind them is to get in front of the President.
We support them best by bringing them home safely, and
bringing them home now. We are as patriotic as they come,
and a good deal more patriotic than George Bush, for it is
he who has turned the US armed forces into mercenaries
hired by whatever Emirs and Sheikhs have enough money.
May Tom Paine, that great enemy of religious and political
tyrants, whom Bush quoted last night, rise from the dead
and give him nightmares for abusing his name.
Finallywemaybeasked-wemayaskourselves-

~

Michael Ferber is an Associate Professor of English

Multiculturalism : What Does it Mean?
~

By Donna Brown, Assistant Professor, Humanities Program

Walking across campus on December 13, I was
handed a flier entitled "Stop Mid-East War!" and subtitled
"Will you die for the slave owners of Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia?" The flier provides quotes from several sources
concerning the ownership of slaves by the ruling families
of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf states.
A part from the question of the a ppro pria teness of
war, this flier raises some interesting problems about the
meaning of "diversity'' and "multiculturalism" - the new
buzz words on campus. What would a foreign student
from Kuwait think if he were handed one of these fliers? I
imagine he would feel that the flier represented not only an
utter failure to understand all of Kuwaiti culture but a
narrow-minded and parochial unwillingness to do so. If
he knew anything about American history, he might be
surprised that American students could be so self-righteous when it was only 120 years ago that their own country
ridded itself of slavery, and only after a bloody civil war.
And finally, he would be stunned at the insensitivity of
American students to the current plight of his fellow
Kuwaitis at the hands of Saddam Hussein. But perhaps if
you are a "slave holding nation" you do not warrant any
consideration from the international community even
though Iraqis have raped and sodomized your women,
executed your men in front of their families, and plundered your entire country of anything of value.
Lip-service is paid to "multiculturalism" and "diversity'' without much thought concerning what they
mean or what kinds of responsibilities these ideas place
upon us. Presumably they mean something more than
sponsoring an international food festival once a year.
We must face the fact that a serious investigation
of other cultures will reveal sqme customs and traditions

that are offensive and disturbing and others that genuinely deserve our admiration. However, if we are going to
engage in the kind of cultural reductionism that identifies
the most repulsive practice of a culture with the culture as
a whole and, on that basis, dismiss that culture as beneath
our contempt, we will not have done much for the promotion of multiculturalism. Indeed, a thoughtful study of
other cultures (past and present) is likely to reveal that
they have been less free, ·less respecting of individual
rights, and more racist and sexist than our own. That
should not deter us from trying to understand them and
appreciate their varied and diverse contributions to human
'
existence.
If we are going to make our campus more diverse
and multicultural by inviting more foreign students to
study here, we must admit that we will discover troubling
differences. A recent article on an event at Stanford
University reflects how little college campuses (administrators, faculty, students) have contemplated the implications of "multiculturalism." In an effort to be truly diverse,
Stanford now boasts nearly 2,500 foreign students out of a
student body of 12,600. One-forth of the graduate students
are foreign. However, a recent university policy now
guarantees unmarried (including gay and lesbian) couples
the same housing, health care, and campus privileges as
married couples. In response to this policy, foreign students, especially from the Middle East, Asia, and Africa,
protested their opposition arguing that the policy violates
their own moral, religious, and cultural values. It creates
a particularly difficult problem for foreign graduate students who may be ask to share graduate student housing
with these unmarried couples.
The interesting thing about this controversy is

-

that Stanford did not appear to anticipate this opposition
to the policy, which indicates that it, like many other
cam puses, has not really thought through the question of
multiculturalism. On the one hand, if we invite foreign
students to our universities, it would not be appropriate
or possible to conform our policies to the diverse customs
and values represented by these students. On the other
hand, is it not rather imperialistic of our educational
institutions to put out the welcome mat for foreign students and then expect them to conform to aspects of our
culture that violate their deeply held moral and religious
beliefs?
Before we run the risk of playing "ugly American" on campus by offending the very students who are
going to make our vision of multiculturalism possible,
perhaps we should recognize that diversity does not
automatically generate tolerance. Since the values of
different cultures are at times in direct conflict with each
other, bringing foreign and American students together
on a college campus does not guarantee a "love feast."
Inviting Kuwaiti students to UNH and then dismissing
their country as a bunch of slaveholding sheiks will not lead us very far down the road of true cross-cultural
understanding.
Perhaps we need to recognize that while tolerance of all cultural differences is unrealistic, indeed
impossible unless we have no deeply held beliefs of our
own, yet there is room for mutual respect and understanding. But that mutual respect and understanding
will not occur unless we begin to examine some of our
naive and thoughtless notions about diversity and multiculturalism.
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de T-Hall,embellished with a 'key'
reserved parking space, on campus, in front of T-Hall, who was
against the Martin Luther King looking for more money to do
Holiday adoption is virtually the something useful with. Perhaps
same as it was a dozen years ago fix up a huge swimming pool that
when I sponsored the first legisla- no students ever use, that's not
tion in the State Senate to adopt open during the school year. Or
the King Holiday. But while the maybe spend $150 Kon some nice
debate has stagnated, we've seen stones to put on the other side of
increased racial tensions in parts T-Hall, the side opposite his nice
of this country, and recent KKK 'key' parking space. Well, now I
activity in the Seacoast.
come to my point (about time),
What direction are we this is what I plan to do. Instead of
headed? And what will the year sending endowment monies once
2,000 bring?
I have become an alumni, I have
Portsmouth has joined already made that donation in its
the nation in officially adopting entiretypayingridiculously priced
the Martin Luther King Holiday. parking tickets, I am going to visit
It'stimefortherestofNew Hamp- my beloved Durham home as freshire to join. If not for us, for our quently as possible. Why you
youth. If not for 1991, for our fu- might ask? Here comes the good
ture.
part, and one that I encourage you
to participate whole heartily in.
Thank you,
When I visit U.N.H., I am going to
Jim Splaine
park anywhere that I please. On
Assistant Mayor
the lawn, in faculty spaces, in CPortsmouth
lot, in A - lot, in the presidents
space, in no parking zones, at
meters (and not pay), anywhere I
canexcepthandicappedzones. Go
ahead bonehead in the little white
truck, make my day! Give me all
of the tickets that you can, then
catch me if you can, because you
can't catch me 'cause I'm a graduate, man. I am going to collect a
nice file of U.N.H. public safety
tickets, and do you know what
you can do with them? You can
stick them up your butt, that's
what you can do with them. So
To the Editor:
Welcome back from fellow class of 1991 graduates,
break. I am writing this during that's the plan, if you have any
finals, but you ·are reading this other good ideas please write in
now, in the first New Hampshire and enlighten the rest of us.
of the spring semester. Well, its
Brian White
time to bitch, once again the cam'91
I
me,
pus tax collectors (excuse
mean the U .N.H. security personnel) have struck, and created a
thoroughly disgruntled student.
We all know the stress of finals is
~ enough to make you pull your ·
hairout,thosewhoknowmeknow
that this in not possible though
(due to a lack of hair). As if this
were not stress enough. The
campusStalinpatrolsoughttoadd
a bit of degradation to the lives of
myself and all other confused To the Editor:
I would like to inform
commuters. You can probably
already guess, yes, I did get a members of the U.N.H. commuparking ticket. This fact I do not nity about the U.N.H. Security
dispute, I probably did deserve it. Patrol. I am a part-time security
God forbid, I was parked in a fac- officer, which means I am one of
ulty space, at 8 am, during finals those persons who wears the
week. The parking lots were all bright orange jacket and hat, carry
empty, as they would remain for a flashlight, keys, and two-way
the duration of our finals experi- radio.
We work in conjunction
ence, but the school needs the
money and somebody has got to with the University Police Departpay. Well, as I started to say, I do ment. We are not rent-a-cops, our
not dispute the fact that I may job is primarily to secure buildindeed have deserved this 'cita- ings and look after the welfare of
- tion' for my 'felonious' activity, the people and their property.
When securing buildwhat I do protest is the fifty dollar
value ascribed to my crime. Yes ings, we lock doors and windows
Alex, that's B.S. and UN.H. ad- and shut off unnecessary lights.
ministration for $50. Who made We also make sure that people in
up the fine schedule on these tick- the building after closing time are
ets? The Marquis de Sade that's authorized to be there. So next
who, or perhaps it was designed time we ask to see an out key or
by some bonehead who drives ask you to leave if you do not
around in a little white pickup belong, don't get mad, we're only
truck and has never had to pay a doing our job.
We also provide walkuniversity ticket in his life. More
likely though, it was some admin- inJt escorts from dark until 2:00

The Cost

of
Parking

Orange
Security

we are not a taxi service, nor do we
give escorts from Harris Graphics, but we will walk you around
campusinanyweather. Ifweare
a few minutes late in getting to
you, don't leave, be patient, we
will show up.
We also provide key
services for those who are locked
out. There is a five dollar charge,
which w~l be put on your bill, for
the time we take to do the service.
Also, don't be angry with us if it
takes us a while to get to you because we have priorities and key
services are not at the top of the
list.
While on duty we look
for mischievous behavior, fires,
people in need of help, and any
other problems and we are trained
inhowtoreportwhatwefind. We
can't be everywhere and we can't
see everything, we do our best.
We save you money in the longrun whenever we report potential
problems, and with the way things
are going, every little bit helps.
Not that you have a basic
understanding of our job, maybe
next time you see one of us you
could say "hello". You don't have
to whisper as we walk by or shut
your doors, we are not spies. Instead of wise remarks or jokes,
why not just say "hi". We enjoy
the conversation since it breaks up
the 6:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M. shift that
we work.. Remember, we are just
students, like you, working to earn
a little cash.
Michael J. St. Onge

Support
the

Soldiers
To the Editor:
Opposition to America's
presence in the Gulf can be misconstrued by members of the military as opposition to themselves.
Is it really necessary to bring back
the attitudes and convictions of a
generation ago? Your calls for
protesting against the U.S. forces
amassed in the Gulf leaves me
feeling resentful and disheartened.
I'll be leaving for basic training on
the 2nd of January and it pains me
to know that the feeling back home
will be one of animosity. It has
been difficult these past few
months to determine what objectives I should believe in the
president's wishes. Nowhere does
it state that I have to support my
president's wishes. Nowhere does
it state that I have to support my
president's beliefs to serve my
country. However, according to
the oath I took, I must obey his
orders. Likewise, nowhere does it
statethatyouhavetosupportyour
president's actions or advocate his
desires. I ask only that you don't
forget that it's your fellow Americans serving abroad. After all,

ask b:::::·:::.

to
Any criticism or condemnation
you hold, I hope, will be directed
towards the president and his
administration,notatus. Itwasa
bitter welcome the G.I.'s received
upon returning home from Vietnam; it's something I hope will
not be repeated.
Pvt. Michael Hamm

War
Survey
To The Editor:
I asked the first ten customers
who came in to The Out Back after
ten a.m. on Wednesday, January
23, 1991 their opinion on the war
in the Gulf. Specifically they were
asked to say whether they "favored", "opposed", "hadnoopinion" or "would prefer not to say''
how they felt about the war.
Additionally, they were asked
"how long" they believed the war
would last.
Here are the results of the survey:
1. Junior Male
4 months
Favored
2. Senior Female
2 months
Favored
3. Junior Female
Few months
Favored
4. Sophomore Female
More than 1 year
Favored
5. Senior Female
1 month
Favored
6. Sophomore Female
Mixed Feelings No clue
7. Junior Male
6 months
- Favored
8. Female non-student
Long time
Opposed
9. Senior Female
Long time
Opposed
10. Female non-student
Mixed Feelings Few months

To put things in perspective the
following may be relevant:
1. The students have been back on
cam pus for only a few days.
2. The war has been going on for
one week.
3. It has been largely an air war
and we have suffered few
casualties.
4. Saddam stated yesterday that
POW' s will be used as shields.
5. An Iraq missile landed in Tel
Aviv last night and did
considerable damage and resulted
in many casualties.
6. lam theownerofTheOut Back
and am personally opposed to the
war.
I am planning to conduct this
survey again next weekatthe same
time and place and will let you
know the results.
Jackie Straus

A Big

Thank You
DearUNH;
Congratulations and
thank you! You made it happen.
Last semester, PAVE sponsored a
Holiday Wish Tree in order to
bring gifts to less advantaged children. Dormitories, student organizations, an individuals came forward to help out. As a result,
forty-four children received a
special gift from you this past
holiday season.
Upon delivering these
gifts, we found that it wasn't receiving a present that was so
important. The children and staff
were happy because someone, the
students at UNH, had thought
about their situation and cared.
This thank you note is
from Lee Potter, Administrative
Assistant at The Chase Home in
Portsmouth. "Your thoughtfulness, enthusiasm, and generosity ·
are all appreciated. It is encouraging to us to receive support and
positive interaction with people
like you in our community and
surrounding communities. May
each of you receivea~~ialhlPssing through your giving of these
gifts."
Once again, Thank You.
We hope to see your face at the
PAVE office, MUB Room 135, this
semester, too.
The Staff of PAVE

Letters to the
Editor must be
typed, signed,
and turned into
The New Hampshire office no
later than 2p.m.
on Wednesday
for Friday's issue,
and 2 p.m. on
Friday for Tuesday's issue.
The Editor and
the Staff of The
New Hampshire
retain the right to
edit any submitted material. Letters are printed
subject to their
and
content
length.
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Challenges
To the University Commu
Diversity Celebration, Sprin
To the University President, Dr. Dale Nitzschke:
To make Diversity an ongoing event at the University by providing support for a
To recognize Martin Luther King Day as a University Holiday.
To make ALL Academic Buildings Handicap Accessible by the year 2000.
To financially support the Affirmative Action Advocacy Plan.
To the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr. Walter Eggers:
To increase One Hundred percent courses in Ethnic studies, as
as offer them EACH semester.
To the Academic Senate:
To endorse the Diversity Requirement Proposal from Student
To the Academic Departments:
To provide and support Diversity speakers for the Universit
To the Student Senate:
To allocate Student Activity Fee dollars for Diversity speake
To provide and support Diversity programming for campus.
To the Students:
To participate in field experience in areas outside the Univers·
To support and attend Diversity programming.
To the Faculty:
To incorporate Diversity into course curriculum.
To support and attend Diversity programming.

!l!i!~li

To the Staff:
To support and attend Diversity p

These challenges mark the beginning of Diversity Semester '91. We feel that it is time strong, visible changes ■::Jfff:Jm\I\Il//fffff(:'ft:ti?
were made at UNH to create a unified, diverse community.
These challenges represent many concerns at the university, and they affect all of us. We challenge everyone -==:,:,:,,,:,:,:,:,:,:=:,:,:,,,:,:,:,:,:=:,
to do their part in making UNH a more diversified place.
In addition to these challenges, we have plannep. a semester worth of super programs and special events. Watch
for calendars of events and be sure to attend!! Highlights include a Speak Out on "Diversity and the UNH Curriculum",
Apartheid Discussion, ''Eyes on th~ Prize" film series, Ishmael Reed, popular films such as "The Color Purple" & "Cry
Freedom", workshop on racial, sexual and ethnic issues, Smith Hall culture nights, and Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
We challenge YOU to become concerned with the issue of Diversity at UNH.
For more info call the Student Sen
Submitted by Kim Varney, a senior bu
and member of Diversity Semester Com

G tt·

ial Page of The Wall Street Journal and writer of After College:
The Business of Getting Jobs, Williamson Publishing, will be
at the University of New Hampshire on Wednesday night,
February 6th, at 7:30 p.m. at the Elliott Alumni Center. He
will tell the audience that before you can get a job, you have
to understand that you already have one. You are the
senior sales representative and chief marketing officer for
''You Incorporated." Professional sales people spending
the majority of their time prospecting and qualifying, not
selling. Getting face to face with someone who can buy is
the job seeker's challenge. Not only is Jack a professional
writer and speaker, but he has been a corporate college
recruiter, he has trained managers in interview and selection techniques, and since 1981 he has taught a course in
Sales Management at U-Mass Boston. He has been on all

J b
sides of the situation and will share his perspectives.
Jack has appeared on both Good Morning America and the NBC TODAY Show. He has written almost fifty
articles for National Business Employment Weekly and is a
professional speaker, addressing the nation's largest companies on developing selling skills. Admission is free to
this one-time UNH appearance sponsored by the Student
Ambassador Council.
Paid big bucks for college? Need to get some
ideas on how to start getting it back? Come meet with Jack
Falvey. Are you coming? Can you afford not to come?
Want to end up pumping gas or typing? See you there!
Ellen Falvey is a senior humanities major and
a Student Ambassador

PAGE 20
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The Best Of Music FroID. 1990
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
A few days ago I happened on
board my doctor's new Lupra, the Toyota experimental ultrasonic landcraft
used as a design protoype for the stealth
fighter, during the vehicle's test run on
the Maine turnpike. The planned route
was from York to Augusta and back in
less than three hours. The ride was unexceptionally quick until he asked me if I'd
composed my music guide to 1990. I
hesitated a moment as I recounted the
fate of last year's guide which appeared
in the New Hampshire like some sort of
funky, alternative Personics ad.
My doctor momentarily deflected my response with some mumblings about the Porsche his craft was
about to ram whereupon he zipped into
the breakdown lane and throttled noiselessly past the metallic slug in evanescent
proximity. I finally replied that the guide
was composed and ready for print but
that it will be accompanied by copious
· explanations as to its make-up, intention,
and direction. He was curious as to what
my specific explanations would be so I
ran down the list as methodically as the
blurs sweeping across the module's tinted
windows.
·
First I told him: that no artist
would be mentioned more than once,

even if that artist's work in 1990 qualified
him or her for a spot in more than one list
(thus ruling out Ms. O'Connor's chances
of capturing best work or single). I also
told my doctor that reissues or big, bulbous boxed sets didn't qualify because
the material was dated (thus disqualifying Robert Johnson's Complete Works and
Derekand The Dominoes' Layla Sessions).
The latter rule also removed debut works
by Tribe or the Cavedogs from consideration because those releases didn't
technically feature any recently recorded
material.
Last, I thought I should explain
the glaring omission of several artists,
like Sonic Youth and their Goo which I
disqualified on creative grounds because
it was just a rewrite of Daydream Nation.
Aerosmith' s marvelous, live Pump performance was also disqualified on creative grounds because the concert set's
oldies remained unchanged from every
tour since the band's mid-decade reformation. Other artists like Robyn Hitchcock, "Mr. and Mrs. X" (John Doe and
Exene Cervenka), and the Cramps with
their Channel performance didn't make
the list simply because there was no room.
My doctor seemed satisfied, but prescribed some Valium for dealing with the
letters of angry, confused readers who
wouldn't understand that my choices are
exactly that: my choices.
#25 best work winners Urban Dance Squad will open for Living Colour at UNH.
(Courtesy Photo)

Living Colour, #6 best work winners, are scheduled to play at UNH on Feb 22.

1. Neil Young & Crazy Horse: Ragged Glory
2. Hothouse Flowers: Home
3. John Hiatt: Stolen Moments
4. Bob Mould: Black Sheets Of Rain
5. Robert Plant: Manic Nirvana
6. Living Colour: Time's Up
7. World Party: Goodbye Jumbo
8. Steve Wynn: Kerosene Man
9. Waterboys: Room To Roam
10. Replacements: All Shook Down
11. Jane's Addiction: Ritual De La Habitual
12. Black Crowes: Shake Your Moneymaker
~3. Joe Ely: Live At Liberty Lunch
14. Eric Johnson: Ah Via Musicom
LS. Mazzy Star: She Hangs Brightly
l6. Redd Cross: Third Eye
.l7. Pogues: Hell's Ditch
;8. Joneses: Hard
·_9_ Danzig: Lucifuge II
·!O. Pixies: Bossanova
!1. Bob Geldof: The Vegetarians Of Love
'2. Various artists: Where The Pyramid Meets The Eye (A Tribute to Roley Erickson)
'3. Buffalo Tom: Birdbrain
L4. Soup Dragons: Lovegod
25. Urban Dance Squad: Live (Arista promo release)

(Courtesy Photo)
"

We Want You
1. Charlatans UK: "The Only One I Know"
2. Billy Idol: "Prodigal Blues"
3. Iggy Pop: "Home"
4. Cowboy Junkies: "Cause Cheap Is How I Feel"
5. Cure: "Never Enough"
6. Happy Mondays: "Step On"
7. Liquid Jesus: "Stand"
8. Church: "Metropolis"
9. Blue Aeroplanes: "Jacket Hangs"
10. My Bloody Valentine: "Soon"

1. Fugazi- Mass Art College, April 20
2. Lenny Kravitz- The Paradise, March 28
3. Marianne Faithfull-The Paradise, April 1
4. Sinead O'Connor- Orpheum Theatre, May 3
5. Nanci Griffith- DeCordova Museum, September 8
6. Midnight Oil- Great Woods; May 27
7. Merl Saunders- The Channel, September 27
8. Bruce Hornsby and The Range- Club Casiito, July 17
9. Tears For Fears- Great Woods, June 19
10. Faith No More-The Paradise,July 5
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Holly-wood's Holiday Offerings
From Home Alone To The Russia House
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Editor
The holiday season has
come and gone and in its wake are
several of the years biggest films.
Hollywood's ,annual feeding
frenzy, which starts around
Thanksgiving every year, also had
its share of failures.
Without a doubt one of
. the finest releases of last year was
Kevin Costner's ''Dances With
Wolves." In his first outing as a
director, Costner has shown an
amazing understanding of film
making. The three hour epic shows
him cutting no corners. Set on
America's western frontier during
the waning years of the Civil War,

Macauley Culkin of Home Alone.

Costner embraces the open landscape of plains with grand sweeping shots where the scenery is
almost as important as the characters. The movie's vast scale could
have easily smothered the story,
but Costner does an excellent job
of balancing the story and its
medium.
With so much attention
being payed to Costner's directing debut, it is important to remember that much of the movie's
success can be attributed to his
performance as an actor. Costner's
performance as Lieutenant John
Dunbar is inspiring. The character
must look inside himself to find
tht; answer to the turmiol around
him. Costner does an excellent job

of showing the resolution of his
conflicts.
Undoubtedly one of the
most popular movies of the Holiday season was John Hughes'
''Home Alone". Starring Macaulay
Culkin as the eight year old Kevin
McCallister, the movie tells the
story of a boy accidentally left
behind when his parents leave for
Christmas vacation. What follows
is very similar to a Tom and Jerry
cartoon. With a seemingly endless
variety of clever traps Kevin saves
his house from bumbling burglars
Joe Pesci and Daniel Stern. While
not a particularly excellent movie,
Kevin' ssnappydialogueand traps
make for an entertaining escape.
The anxiously awaited
"Edward Scissorhands" was not
the feel-good hit of the year. In fact
the movie seemed to be doomed
much like its main character. Tim
Burton's imaginative directing
and Johnny Depp's excellent performance couldn't save this story.
The story, though much like a fairy
tale, is actually about the treachery of suburban society. In the end
not .only do the main characters
(Courtesy Photo)
end up disenchanted ...so does the Sean Connery in another kind of spy film.
past,
been
the
master
oflarge scale
good as the original novels, it can't
audience.
attempt
film
making,
this
latest
be
said
that
the
films
continue
to
One of the biggest sleepshows him struggling with the
ers of the holiday season was ''The be entertaining works of suspense.
scale of the project. Al Pacino and
Russia House". Starring Sean "Misery'' is the latest in this long
Andy Garcia give superb performConnery as a reluctant hero and line of films. Jame Caan and Kathy
ances. However the movie is often
Michelle Pfieffer as his true love · Bates do excellent jobs of drawing
slowed by the questionably cast
the movie is a well paced adapta- the audience in, with Bates' perSophia Coppola and a sometimes
tion of John Le Carre' s novel. Shot formance as the psychotic fan
confusing plotline. The film's three
on location in Moscow, Vancou- particularly memorable.
hour length and involved story
Finally, the most anticiver, Lennigrad, and Lisbon the
make for a tiring night out.
movie has a certain authenticity pated film of the holiday season
In the final analysis the
was Francis Ford Coppola's ''The
lacking in other spy movies.
1990-1991 Holiday season, though
Stephen King continues Godfather Part III". The movie,
filled with plenty of bad films,
to write stories that get made into though very good, did not live up
also gave movie viewers plenty to
movies. Though many people to the greatness of its predecesbe thankful for.
comp lain that the movies aren't as sors. While Coppola has, in the

(Courtesy Photo)

Musical RaDlhlings: Previe-w '91
By Mathew Gross

Arts Reporter
Maybe 1991 doesn't look
likely to be hip in terms of music,
with only the only significant hit
so far being the rather opportunistic "Give Peace A Chance" remake.
Yes this war is suffering, but must
the charts also? Luckily, things
may get better. Here's a run down
of albums due for release this year.
January finds ex-Bangle
SusannaHoffs going solo with her
first single, "When You're A Boy."
As in Boy George? His second
solo album "Martyr Mantras" is
also due, which leaves us with the
only real promise for this month:
The Dream Academy's third LP.
It's called A Different King of
Weather'' and sports a beautiful
remakeofJohnLennon's "Love."
A-Ha also released a new album
on Warners called "East of the
11

..

Sun, West of the Moon," and
Sting' s "Soul Cages" Lp should
be in the stores now.
February looks a bit more
chipper. Morrissey's second studio album "Kill Uncle" is due by

the middle of the month. Rumor
has it that the album "is very soulful," and the Mozz is sticking
with his policy of weird song titles:
the first single is called "Our
Frank" and is backed by a song
called ''Tony the Pony''(!). James
will re-release their beautiful 1989
single "Sit Down" in February;
currently James' ''Lose Control" is
available on import. The Godfathers release "Unreal World" on
Feb. 12th, the same day the Grateful Dead tribute album "Dedicated" is released by Arista. This
album features Dead covers by
Midnight Oil, Jane's Addiction,
Elvis Costello, the Indigo Girls,
and the Cowboy Junkies. John
Wesley Harding brings out his
second LP, ''The Name Above the
Title", the following week.
March looks very promising with the release of R.E.M.'s
follow up to "Green", called "Out
of Time." Track listings include
"Radio Song", "Low'', ''Belong",
and Tezarkana." Huey Lewis and
the News , ahem, return for the

first time since their ''Hard to Play''
LP.
April could prove dismal
for those who hate the charts, for
both Abdul and Neneh Cherry
plan on inflicting us with new LPs.
Guns N' Roses also release their
second LP, "Use Your Illusion."
Lenny Kravitz returns as well with
his ''Mama Said" LP. Other spring
releases include a greatest hits
album form Van Morrison, as well
as a double CD package from the
Eagles by June.
Speaking of the Eagles,
there will be a reunion tour this
summer. The Charlatans U.K. will
play the Citi club in late February.
Other tours to expect are the Inspiral Carpets, James, the Beautiful South, REM, and possibly Morrissey.
After a quiet year, The

Stone Roses are busily recording
their second album. I hope it's as
good as the first, but I also hope
they know that the Manchester
·scene is relatively passe by now.
Crowded House and the Moody

In 1991 Jane's addiction will cover works by the Grateful Dead
(Courtesy photo)
Blues are also in the studio.
Finally, we can expect
albums from both U2and the Cure

sometime next fall. It's the year of
heavy hitters again, but let's hope
they keep things fresh.
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Students - Great Rentals
A~ 6
We Guarantee the Lowest Prices in the Area!
Cozy 1,2, and 3 bedroom apartme nts. Each kitchen
features stove, refrigera tor, and disposal s. Wall to
wall through out. Laundry facil~tie s within the
building s. 24 hour mainten ance. Snow and rubbish
removal . Coast bus stop on-site. Just 10 minutes
from the universi ty. Special lease terms for student s 3,6,9, or 12! You decide.

These are great apartments! Clean, quiet, and
well maintained! You'll love living here. Call
today for further information.

Don't wait. Call now!
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ATTENTION
GREEKS
We need
i.
i
YOU
.■.
on the - • Student ! II!
· Senate!

-........ii~

•

Because
it's
ti111e ...
to get
involved.
Become
a UNH RA.

.

:~~~~~~~~~::,;~~~::::~:::~~
Return by February 8th to
Jim Batty

Applications are available at the
Office of Residential Programs
13A Hitchcock Hall
Info session: Tuesday 29th at 10:00 p.m. in
Congreve South Lounge
All applications are due in the Office of Residential
Programs by 1 p.m. on Friday, February 1st.

presents ...

- Thursday, January 31, 1991
Strafford Rm., MUB
- 5, 7:30, &10 p.m.
- $1 Students
· $2 Non-students
•

--

"Classy,
Crackling
Suspense...
AJolting
and Hypnotic

-

Ride:'

-Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

-

--

-
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SCOPE

... the UNH Student Organization that matches
incoming students with volunteer upperclassmen
is looking for a...

is now ac.c epting
applications for the
following ELITE positions:

The position begins March 1, 1991, and continues
through the summer. It is a compensated position and a
great way to help people get aquainted with University
life. Responsibilities include recruiting volunteers,
budgeting, programming and planning for the future of
the program. The coordinator must be a full-time
undergraduate student.

Applications are available through the
Student Senate Office, room 130, MUB or in
the Student Activities Office, room 126.
For more information, contact Marie Garland,
Student Senate, 862-1494

Fresh Start ...
111 ore th an j u st a b e g i n n i n g.

Apply at the SCOPE

office, room 148 B, MUB

Tuesday Night

VVednesday

$1.95
Small Cheese
Pizza

$4.50

All You Can Eat
Spaghetti Dinner

Thursday Night
$4.00
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MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin

C>!~~l!~f~~=~ Senoices, Inc

I

2'i

by MlkB PBIBrs
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FOR
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-

FOR
SALE
1978 SAAB TURBO - new clutch
Michelins, new gas shocks (front):
runs well, 84K, sunroof, extras,
inspected 1/9, $1900 negotiable.
749-0377.
1970 Dodge Dart - 101,000 miles,
new tires, radiator, muffler, body
good condition. $500 or B.O. 207384-5836.

Don't be shy or afraid to try ... just
act quick and see some flicks ...
make it in the MUB! Apply to be
Films Director at MUSO - NOW!
RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines,
Summer Camps, & Amusement
Parks, NOW accepting applicationsfor summerjobs, internships,
and career positions in the U.S.
and Mexico. For more information and an application; write
National Collegiate Recreation
Service;POBox 8074; Hilton Head,
SC 29938.

INFQ•862-1323;RM 110B,MUB
•

hours with earning .potential to
$2,500 per semester. Must be
organized, hardworking, and
money motivated. Call Christine
at (800) 592-2121.

HOUSING

®r

4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen
& b~th. Centrally located in Dover,
on Karivan route. $595/mo., includes heat. Available for second
semester.
Spacious living area, private bath,
privateentrance,off-studentparking. Available 2nd semester for
quiet, non-smoking grad student,
visiting faculty or staff, 21 / 4 miles
from campus in Durham. $300.
868-2962, x4767
Durham Housing - 2 female
roomates needed - fully furnished
- 2 min walk to campus - parking
space - nonsmokers - rent negotiable. Call 868-5994
2 bedroom apartments for rent in:
Lee, NH. One heat included. Reasonable rent Call 659-5051.
Free room in Dover in exchange
for 20 hours of childcare perweekno expenses- nice family- please
call 749-3918..

CRUISE SHIP JOBS - Hiring Men
-Women. Summer/Year Round.
Photographers, Tour Guides, Recreational Personnel. Excellent Durham- 3rd housemate needed.
Pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Furnished, modern, clean, classy,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific equiped. woods, pond, skating,
Mexico. CALL NOW! Call n:_ XC skiing. Sunny A-frame, spiral
fundable. 1-206-736-7000, Ext. staircase. Washer /Dryer /Dishwasher. $300/mo. 868-3756.
C497.
Earn $500-$1500 /week stuffing
. envelopes in your home. For free
information send a long self-addressed stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 4645, Dept. P103., Albuquer. que NM 87198.

For rent: 2 minute walk to campus, large private room, private
bath; off-street parking in home
near Durham post office. $1200 /
semester, includes utilities. 8623043 or 868-2758.

Outstanding Work/Study Jobs: If
you are a sophomore or junior
with a 2.5+ GPA who wants a
challenging position in a friendly,
supportive environment, apply to
be a tutor/ counselor teach study We rent X-C skis, snow boards
skills and provide academic sup- downhill skis. Save 15% -40%
port to undergraduate students. area ski prices. Wildcatz snow
Apply at TASK, College Road _ . &sun sports. Open 7 days. Pettee
BookstoreParkingLotbyFeb. 6th. Brook Lane. Phone 868-2484.

off

Campus Distributor Wanted.
Protection - get the paralizer. Safe.
Effective. Non-lethal. 5-year guarantee. Made in the U.S.A. Call
Rick Hagan at 603-253-8131 or
write P.O. Box 9, Moultonboro,
NH03254.
National marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage oncam pus promotions for top companies this school year. Flexible

2.00 er 20 words

Word Processing - fast and accurate. $1.50/page with spell check.
Research also available. Call Diana (keep trying) 659-2359.

Students: Find out how to get your
housing paid while attending college. Write: Rabe, Post Box 329,
Gilsum, N.H. 03448.

Fast Fundraising Program - $1000
in just one week - plus a chance at
$500 more! l-800-932-0528 XS0.

Valentine's Day- 2 balloons and
message del~vered on campus for
$1. See any Kappa Delta sister by
February 8th.

Consign your used downhill skis,
snow boards, X-C skis with us.
Sales, Rentals, Ski-tune ups.
Wildcatz. Open 7 days. Pettee
Brook Lane 868-2484.
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1000.00 for a one-week, on-campus marketing project? You must
be well organized and hard-working. Call Christine at (800) 5922121.

II TRAVEL"" II
Free Spri.n g Break Vacation in
Cancun! College tours, the nations largest and most successful
spring break tour operator needs
enthusiastic campus representatives. Earn a free trip and cash.
Nothing to buy - we provide everything you need. Call Bob 1-800395-4896.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR
SPRING BREAK?!! Jamaica/
Cancun are the hottest destinations this year and we have low
low prices!! Starting at $479.00,
catch the sun and non-stop action.
Don't be left in the cold!! Call Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.

II PERSON!s II
CARIBBEAN - ONLY $189 FOR
SPRING BREAK! Why freeze here
when for only $189 you can be
lying in the sun of the Caribbean
or Mexican coast for a week?
SUNHITCHtm 212-864-2000.

Deame...So how many people do
you really know at the Statehouse,
huh???
Kim Hilley.. .I want you to find out
if the sleep-over party is coed OK.
Thanks ...
Terri and Shawn, when are you
cooking me dinner, huh???!!! It's
your turn ...

SCHNOOGIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ATIENTION RECYCLERS! The
New Hampshire has a lot of extra
newspapers from last semester. If
you'd like to recycle them come to
Rm. 110-B in the MQB and claim
them-SOON.
WRITE FOR THE NEW HAMPSHIRE IT'S REALLY SWELL
KIND OF A WAY OF LIFE. OK:
IT'S A BIG ADDICTION AND
ONCE YOU ST ART, YOU'LL
NEVER STOP

CC. .. this is all the way to Simmons
for you, I miss you, when are you
moving back????
Kim V. I got my paycheck today.
Now, my sweet honey-pob, I gotta
lotta dough, know what I mean?
That's right, baby. I'm gonna give
in, and get you that rock. I'll talk
with your Dad Thursday night. Is
. next Saturday alright with you?

We have bedtime stories, rocking
chairs, aunts, uncles, cousins, and
grandmas. Sue and Jamie hope
you'll call collect about adoption
ANYTIME (802) 235-2312.

Congratulations to The Grimbalises, Ted and Kim. Love, all your
buddies down the hall.
P.S. We all chipped in and bought
the super-size cheese ball for your
reception Saturday.

Attention Alpha Zeta members
and pledges: MANDATORY
MEETING TONIGHT, 7:30 pm,
Ham Smith Room 142. BE THERE!

Dear Wendy, sorry your car
burned up. xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo

Yo Kelldog: My grandfather has
your w-2 form or something like
that that came to the house in Rye,
so you gotta pick it up. Call first.
And, I've still got your CHRISfMAS present. It's in my bag getting all gooky so you better come
and get it! Kate
I LOVES G.C. - G.C. LOVES I
Help Wanted-The UNHWomen's
Rugby Club is looking for an
advisor willingtovolunteerabout
10 hours per week, including Saturdays. First Aid and defensive
driving required. Rugby experience preferred, but not necessary!
Cannot be a student! Please call
Heather at 743-3649 or Cyndee at
/
862-4650.
Steve- I'm only going through my
salad bar stage; isn't that what you
did when you were my age?

ADOPfION - Professional couple,
UNH graduates wish to adopt a •
healthy baby. Legal and confiden- Mr. Levin ..... I'm baaack!!!!!!!
tial. Expenses paid. Call our attorStu-this is it. The last semester.
ney Gregg collect 603-772-4500.
Professional word processing and
Wow. You're a babe. xoxoxoxo
typesetting for reports, theses,
correspondence, tape transcrip- Hey sore-shoulder eyebrow-boy :
Welcome back Dave and Tim.
tion, laser printing. Experienced, What do you think? Perhaps with .
They're great guys.
all
my
new-found
organization
I'll
reasonable, quick-return. Janet
Boyle 659-3578.
. get some more sleep and I'll stop
passing out on you at such incon- It would be really nice to get the
classes I register for, even those
venient
times. Ha-ha. I love you
Word processing services. Profor my major. But I understand, I
so
much.
How.
fessional + efficient. Next day
am only a second semester senior.
return. $1.40/page. Will pick up
I shouldn't expect too much from
Happy
Birthday,
Diane
DeMasi!
and deliver. Call Diane at 942UNH, should I?
5881.

April- We miss you. No we don't.
Although no one is screaming at
me because the computer "won't
work" and that I really miss.
Breakfast with George, lunch with
Dale, 18 stories and four big sports
pages- What more can I ask for?
Donna Jeanne Hyatt- You are the
greatest and I love you, I'm really
sorry for yelling at you. Sissy.
Hey, Honeybunny. You've got
the best looking melons I've ever
seen. How about bringing them
over tonight?- love, the Juicer.
Schnoogie; These are your most
endearing qualities- I love the two
feet of garbage on the floor of your
car. I love sleeping on your sheetless mattress. I love it when you
stick your tongue all the way out
and make that weird grunting
noise. But most of all, I love it
when you blow your nose in my
underwear. You're everything I
dreamed of, baby.
Hey, this is to that stud I saw in
Nick's the other night wearing the
SAE sweatshirt with the blond
hair. You are wicked cute, do you
want to come to my formal? I'd be
wicked psyched. Write back.
Kim Legstrong- Where did you
disappear to the other night???
I did you a big favor. I think.
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On and off break
for women's hoop
to life and the Lady 'Cats could
not keep up.
Sports Staff Reporter
UNH coach Kathy Sanborn
There must be a switch in
women's basketball that controls tried several combinations of playwinning and losing streaks. Lately ers to combat the Lady Hawks,
the lights have been flickering on who had a distinct height advanand off as inconsistency rolls tage. This advantage was evident
through the Lady Wildcats' 1990- · in Hartford's starting center, Mary
· Jane Besselink, who was the lead91 season.
The winning streak was alive ing scorer for the game with 18
atthebeginningofSaturdayafter- points.
Top scorer for the Lady 'Cats
noon in Lundholm gymnasium
where the 'Cats had defeated was Laura Seiden who put 12
Northeastern (79-49), Dartmouth points on the board.
UNH is looking to improve
(61-54),and Yale(66-55). Then the
Hartford Hawks came to town and theirrecord,now6-11 (1-4inNAC
play), with a win over Harvard
turned the switch OFF.
UNH began the first half with tonight. The game will be played
a 6--0 lead, but Hartford soon came at 7 pm in the Field House.
By Jen Merrifield

Men's swimming had a perfect week with wins over Springfield and Maine. (Ed Sawyer photo)

Hockey wins
title, slumps
.
By Glenn Sabalewski

Sports Editor
What started out as a strong
Christmas break turned into a
nightmare and the first real slump
of the year for the UNH hockey
team.
UNH hit the ice for the first
time after Christmas in the Sheraton/US Air Hockey Classic at the
University of Vermont December
29-30. The first round matched host
Vermont with Northeastern and
the 'Cats faced Dartmouth. UNH
was the favorite according to local
papers in Burlington and did not
disappoint. They defeated the
hapless Big Green 6-3 in the first
round and claimed the championship with a dramatic 7-6, comefrom-behind, overtime win over
the hosts.
Vermont had edged the Huskies 4-3. Dartmouth beat NU in the
consolation game for their first
victory of the season after an 0-101 start.
Junior Joe Hanagan won the
tournament MVP trophy on the
strength of three goals and one
assist. Senior Kevin Dean made
the all-tournament team despite
separating his shoulder in the third
period of the title game.
In that title match-up UNH
overcame leads of 4-3, 5-4, and 6-5.
A late steal and goal by Greg Klym
gave co-captain David MacIntyre
the chance to score the game-winner in overtime.
Senior goalie Pat Morrison
made many key saves in a strong
performance despite allowing six
goals. It was a wide-open game,
and Morrison was not to fault for
most of the goals. In fact, UVM
goalie Glen Neary was named the
all-tournament netminder after
allowing seven.

UNH then returned to Durham to face Notre Dame on January 2. The Irish became victims of
sophomore goalie Bret Abel's second victory in his second start of
the season by a 5-3 score. UNH's
record was 15-4 at this point and
confidence was flying high.
• The 'Cats faced BU that Saturday night (Jan. 5) in front of a
sellout crowd at Snively Arena.
The 'Cats eked out a 3-3 tie thanks
to a third period goal by Maclntyreand 47 saves by freshman sensation Jeff Levy. That was the end
of any fun for the Wildcats until
this past week.
The next four games, all
Hockey East games, were all
losses. BC overcame a UNH 2--0
lead for a 5-3 home win on Jan. 8,
Providence dumped UNH 6-1 in
SnivelyonJan. 12, BU spanked the
'Cats in Boston 8-4 on Jan. 15, and
Maine put the same score on the
'Cats Jan. 18 in front of the third
sellout of the season at Snively.
"I think we got a little cocky
and went in with the wrong attitude about what we have to do,"
said junior forward Scott Morrow
of the 0-4-1 slump.
Another reason for the slump
was the anemic UNH power play.
UNH coach Dick Umile is frustrated by UNH's man advantage
which is the worst in Hockey East.
The team is working on it for a
large portion of practice everyday.
UNH finally got untracked at
Snively with the students back on
campus last Tuesday against Yale.
The 'Cats downed the Elis 5-3.
Yale entered the game as the second place team in the ECAC.
Flanagan, Savo Mitrovic, Chris
Winnes, co-captain Riel Bellegarde, and Domenic Amodeo
scored for UNH. Levy made 35
saves.

HOCI~EY, from page 32
reach double figures. That is the
most since 1984-85. Balance continues to be key for the 'Cats.
At 2:27 of the second a helmetless Scott Morrow got into a
fight (though it was ruled roughing) with Matt Saunders. Saunders provided little challenge as
Morrow landed several punches
while standing and a couple more
after knocking Saunders onto his
back.
"I went in and checked him,"
Morrow said, "and when I started
skating away he ripped off my
helmet. I just snapped. You need
to get things going out there. It's
good. He was the same kid who
hit Kevin (Thomson) earlier.
Someone has to take it to him after
a while."
Junior Domenic Amodeo's
35-foot slapper while skating on a
2 on 1 with Hanagan provided a 31 lead and some breathing room.
Cooper and Winnes assisted.
The play of junior transfer
Chris Jensen was excellent all
weekend. Jensen was a welcome
surprise, especially his jumping
into the offense when the holes
were there.
The defenseman was playing
in just his fourth and fifth games
of the year in place of injured
sophomore Jim McGrath, who
should be available for duty on
Friday night against Boston University in Snively Arena in a 7 pm
start.
Also emerging as an effective
tool for UNH is the all freshman
line of Bob Donovan centering
Jason Dexter on right wing and
' Bob Chebator on the left.
"It's a lot of fun," Dexter said Women's basketball is now 6-11 on the season. (Ed Sawyer photo)
of playing with his classmates.
One final highlight of the
"Everybody has their confidence benches. Order was restored
an coach is giving us a chance to quickly as Umile was out on the evening came from the always loud
play." It will be key down the ice, ordering his team to the locker student section. It had been announced to the crowd that UNH
stretch for UNH to have an effec- room.
Umile didn't want any sus- President Dale Nitzschke along
tive fourth line.
Bellegarde and Flanagan pensions and was right in the with members of the New Hampadded empty-net goals. It seemed middle of the action . "I want con- shire state legislature were in atlike a quiet ending. That wasn't trol of the team and don't want to tendance. This inspired a "More
the case. After the buzzer sounded lose anyone," he said. "I'll take a State Aid" chant which led to one
a skirmish between Chebator and shot. I just hope I don't throw one legislator waving his white handkerchief in surrender.
NU' s Paul Flanagan cleared the back," he added with a laugh.
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Women 's track ·places
fourth at Bates meet
By Michele Page
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH Women's Indoor
Track and Field team traveled to
Lewiston, Maine this past Saturdayto competein the annual Bates
Invitational. Out of ten teams,
UNH finished fourth edging out
the University of Lowell. ''fhis
was our first scoring meet this
season. It was a good, cooperative
team effort; I was pleased," said
Coach Nancy Krueger.
The day started out with cocaptain Kristy Downing qualifying for the New Englands in the
long jump. After working all week
on her form, Downing was able to
better her previous jump to 17'6".
The jump was also good enough
for a second place and the first
eight points for UNH.
In other field events, sophomores Lorri Joseph and Kerry
Driscoll finished second and fifth
respectively in the long jump.
''This was Lorri's first collegiate
competition in the high jump and
I feel it was a good start. Kerry also
put in a strong effort. A little more
work in their form and they'll be
clearing 5'2" with no problems,"
says Coach Krueger.
Sophomore Justine Dube
grabbed a fourth place in the triple
jump with a leap of 30'9". This

Gymnasts fall to Pittsburgh
The UNH Gymnastics team posted season high marks on three events and its top team score of
the year but fell to the University of Pittsburgh, 185.30-183.75, last Saturday. Pittsburgh won bars, beam
and floor and Lady Panther Kristen Brown won the all-around (37.55) and took first on beam (9.55) and
floor (9.55). Wildcat junior Lori Brady won both the vault and the bars with scores of 9.75 and 9.55 respectively. As they would on bars and floor, UNH had its best team score of the season in vault with freshman
Karen Olssen (9 .55) taking second and senior co-captain Susie Quinlan (9 .35) third. Olssen was the Wildcats' top all-arounder as she placed third with a 36.85.

brings her closer to qualifying for
New England's and earned a welldeserved four points for the team.
For the running events, both
sprinters and distance runners had
good showings.
Co-captain Downing continued her winning ways in the 55
meter hurdles by placing fourth
overall. Freshman Sue Thayer
placed seventh overall, running a
strong race.
In her third 200 meter race of
the season, junior Amy Brown
edged out University of Maine's
Heather Killion for a second place
finish. Krueger said, "Amy is such
a strong runner. Her lean at the
finish is something we had been
working on and it paid off. I'm
very pleased with her progress."
Junior Kristine Grange ran a
tough race against University of
Massachusetts Lee-Ann Ambrose
in the 400 meter open. Grange ran
her best time of the season for an
impressive second place finish.
"Lee-Ann is a tough athlete to run
against and Kristine gave her some
good competition," said Krueger.
In the longer distances, strong
races were run by senior Kelly
Turner in the 1500 meter, sophomore Judi Robichaud in the 1000
meter, freshman Tracy Sheehan in
the 800 meter, and freshman Kate
Gilblin in the 600 meter.
The 1500 meter was Turner's
first long distance race in her track
career. She placed second in her
heat with a personal best of 5:25.3.
"She showed good running form
withastrongkickattheend. We'll
be expectirg more from her as the
season progresses," said Krueger.
Krueger will also be looking
for more from Robichaud. This
was her first race back from the

cross-country season and as usual,
she had a strong performan~e. Her
3:14 was good enough for a third
place.
The highlight of the meet for
UNH came in the relays.
The 4 X 200 meter relay team
beat their previous fastest time of
1:49 .1 by three seconds. Downing
passed the baton off to Brown,
who then gave it to co-captain
Laura Schofield. The relay finished
up with Grange running her fastest 200meters ever, giving the team
a second place finish at 1 :46.9.
The other relays, the 4 X 400
meter relay and the 4 X 800 meter
relay, did what they had been sent
out to do - get a fifth place finishing to edge out the University of
Lowell in the final scoring.
The surprising aspect of these
relays was the athletes who ran
them. Two high jumpers (Joseph
and Driscoll) ran the third and
fourth legs in the 4 X 400 meter
relay. Former sprinter Turner and
jumper Heather Lebo ran the first
and third legs respectively in the 4
X 800 meter relay._ Krueger
explains,"We needed those two
fifth place finishes to get us over
the top against Lowell."
"I was most impressed with
the great team effort," says Assistant Coach Dawn Enterlein, "they
used the new techniques we have
been working on all season to their
ad vantage and they are starting to
pay off: We should ~~ve some
good meets coming up."
The women's team will be at
home this Saturday competing
against the University of Maine.
The field events begin at 1 PM and
the running events begin at 2 pm
at the Paul Sweet Oval in the Field
House.

Relay Team Seals Men's Track Victory
The men's indoor track team ran past the University of Rhode Island last Saturday behind the
stellar performance of Scott Clegg, Eric Heenan, Bob Velcheck and Dan O'Shaughnessy in the 4x400 relay.
UNH found themselves behind when the relay team, in the final event of the meet, pulled out a two second
victory over the Rams to seal the victory. Barney Barromeo was victorious in the 55 meter and the 800 meter
and Greg Taylor pulled out an easy win in the shotput. The Wildcats took first place in nine of 17 events
in a fantastic team effort.

RIT No Match for Women's Ice Hockey
The Women's Ice Hockey team crushed visiting Rochester last Saturday with a 5-0 win, giving the
Lady 'Cats a 11-2 record on the season. Sophomore Karyn Bye led the way with three goals. Freshman Sue
Merz and junior Kelly Thorne also scored for the Wildcats, who outshot RIT 46-9. Junior Laura Stiles was
flawless in the net, posting h~r first shutout of the season.

Vermont Sweeps Castleton Carnival
Defending NCAA skiing champion University of Vermont captured both the men's and
women's team titles at the UNH/Castleton Carnival this weekend. On the men's side, the Catamounts
scored 318 points to take top honors, while the women's combined nordic-alpine score was 312 points.
UNH also had strong showings as the women pl~ced fourth and the men took fifth in the 18-team carnival.
Compiled by Heather Grant
Sports Staff Reporter

UNH reached ,new heights with it's win over Rhode Island on
Satµrday at the Paµl Sweet Oval. (Ed Sawyer photo)
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0-30 hoop guaran tees a home win
By Rob Henderson
Sports Staff Reporter
If you haven't gone to see a
men's basketball game this season, the time has come for you to
do so. The UNH Wildcats host the
Black Bears of Maine on Saturday
at1 pm.inagamethatwill end the
longest home losing streak (30) in
the nation, a bold prediction that
came from the UNH men's athletic department early last week.
In fact, the athletic department is
so confident that the Wildcats will
win thattheyarelabelingth egame
as "Guaranteed Win Day."
If being at the game that will
end the NCAA record for consecutive home losses is not
enough, then a little more incentive will be added. If the 'Cats
should happen to lose that game,
EVERY fan attending the game
will receive prizes and special
discounts from the UNH Athletic
Department and local merchants.
Either way every UNH basketball
fan is a winner. If the 'Cats win,
you will have the distinct honor of
saying that you were part of history in the making. If they lose,
then every fan walks away with
some very special prizes.
Recently, the UNH Wildcats
and their "record" were the focus
of a small article in Sports Illustrated.
"I'm hoping we'll get the
support of the fans," head coach
Jim Boylan says. "We can definitely play with Maine." The
Wildcats were defeated at Maine

by 19 points on Jan. 5.
The struggling 'Cats have
won only two games this season
whilelosing17. Theteamisshooting less than 50% from the field
and there is no Wildcat regular
shooting over 50% for the year.
However, their record is somewhat deceiving. The 'Cats have
lost a few close games in which
they could have won, their latest
being a 45-42 last minute loss to
conference rival Hartford on Saturday.
Injuries have also plagued the
Wildcats. Last year's NAC
Rookie-of-the-Year Pat Manor is
out with a bad ankle. He will be
back before the end of the season.
Freshman Matt Neimeier underwel).t arthroscopic surgery on his
knee. He is expected to be back in
a couple of weeks. Guard Bryant
Davis missed a few games with a
hip flexor earlier in the season
and has recently been bothered
with a sore knee.
This lack of consistence from
the 'Cats has caused Boylan to
change his game plan. The team
started the season off playing an
up-tempo game by pushing the
ball up the court and trying to get
the transition game going. Boylan
has recently realized that his team
is not adept at playing that style.
They now have a more slow-itdown, deliberate style of offense
and are concentrating more on
solid defense.
"This style of play is easier
physically on the players. You

can playguyslonger,"Boyl ansays.
'1t keeps the defense working hard
and it keeps you in the game
longer. That's what happened at
Yale."
The Wildcats beat Yale 42-39
Tommy
on January 22.
MacDonald made a lay-up with
25 seconds to go to put the team
up 40-39. -Carr iced the game for
the 'Cats with two free throws
with 3 seconds left in the contest.
Although the record of the
Wildcats is not impressive, Boylan
is pleased withthewaytheteami s
developing.
"We're getting better at takTommy
ing better shots.
MacDonald, Shaft Lewis, and
Doug Lang are coming along,"
Boylan says. "Bobby Cummins
has matured and Eric Thielen is
becoming more assertive." ,
Eric Thielen and Tommy
MacDonald are tied for 19th in
scoring in the NAC, while Thielen
is eighth in rebounding. Doug
Land, Pat Manor and Shaft Lewis
are also in the top 20 in the NAC in
rebounding. James Ben and Lewis are in ~he top 10 in blocked
shots, while Bob Cummins is fifth
in steals.
The 'Cats travel south to play
Harvard tonight and host Maine
on Saturday. Over 2,000 fans were
entertained at the season home
opener against Boston College
which was the best· home crowd
since 1984. The 'Cats are hoping
for another big crowd on "Guaranteed Win Day" this Saturday.
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UNH Wome n's
swimm ing .500
durin g break
By Kate Scaletti
double practices in Florida and at
Sports Staff Reporter
home," commented head coach
The UNH women's swim
Brenda Skelley on the teams p'erteam just missed a victory in their formance against Providence.
final home meet to the University
The team then hit the road
of Maine on Saturday by a close
and faced off against the Univerfinal score of 112 to 125.
sityofVermont(onJan .19),a team
Kirsten Johnson, Maureen
which they placed ahead of in the
Hartnett, Meghan McCarthy, and
North Atlantic Conference ChamKaren Woelfel started the meet off pionships, but fell short to the Catastrongly, seizing the 400 yard mounts in the dual competition.
medley relay. Strong individual
The Lady 'Cats turned out a
finishes came from Shannon
completely different performance
Doherty, who took first in the 200
against host Springfield (on Jan
yard breaststroke.
22), winning the meet 134 to 109.
· The UNH divers dominated
Shannon Doherty set a school recboth the 1 meter and the 3 meter
ord in the 200 yard backstroke with
diving events against Maine. a personal best time of 2:12.95.
Wendy Roosevelt placed first in
It was the 100 yard
the 1 meter and Roosevelt tied
breaststroke which clinched the
with Karen Palmer for a victory in
meet for the team. UNH swept the
the 3 meter event.
event with Maureen Hartnett
The swim team traveled to
capturing first, Melisa Komlyn
Florida over winter break to train
placing second and Abigal Blastos
from January 2-11 at the Swim- taking third.
·
ming Hall of Fame in Ft. LauderThe women's record is now 3
dale. They returned back to school
wins and 7 losses. The team's final
on January 16 to begin a series of
dual meet of the season will be on
meets against Providence, VerSaturday at the University of
mont, and Springfield.
Massachusetts.
The women lost the first meet
The New Englands will be
against Providence 102 to 143.
held on the campus of the Cniver"The team was flat, sort of in
sity of Maine during the weekend
the training mode after swimming of Feb. 15-17.
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UNH

Man dato ry

Athl ete

Sport s· Repo rters
meet ing on Wed.
Jan. 30 at 7 pm
in room 151 of
theM UB (The
New Ham pshir e).
Call Rob or
Glen n at 8621490 if you .can' t
make it. New
repor ters, too!

of the

Week
Freshman;
presente d Name: Jeff Levy; City,
Utah
Salt Lake
by:
Sport: Men's Hockey; Goalie
New Hampshire netmlnder JEFF lEVY
shares Hockey E:ast Rookie of the Week
honors with Lowell goalie Dwayne
Roloson for the period ending Janwuy
26, 1991.
Levy posted a 2-0-1 week. snapped a

HAYDE N
SPC)RT S
38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824

personal 3-game losing streak, and
improved his season record to 104-2. He
combined for 118 saves In 3 games (35 In
the 5-3 win over Yale, 35 In the 2-2 tie at
Providence, and a career-high 48 In the
5-1 win over Northeastern), earning a
1.47 goals-against average and an
impressive .952 saves percentage. 'l1lis is
Levy's fourth selection as Rookie of the
week.

Look for the ''Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!

•
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'Cats claw back into home ice picture

•

By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor
Home ice for the Hockey East
playoffs in a jam-packed Snively
Arena.
Sound good Wildcat fans?
It does to the UNH hockey
team and it's realistic again after
taking three of a possible four
points this past weekend in league
action.
The Wildcats tied Providence
2-2, ·o n Friday at Schneider Arena
and defeated last-place Northeastern 5-1, in front of another sellout
crowd (3,530) at Snively Arena on
Saturday night. This was a muchneeded weekend following an 04-1 slump in HE.
The 'Cats are now 17-8-2
overall, tying the number of wins
they recorded all last season, and
5-7-2 for 12 points in Hockey East.
This places them two points behind Providence and Merrimack,
who are tied for the fourth and
final home playoff spot. The top
four teams face the bottom four
teams ina one-game playoff March
1st or 2nd, with the winners advancing to the semi-finals at the
Boston Garden. UNH has seven
games left, all HE clashes.
"Home ice is very realistic
now," said UNHcoach Dick Umile
after his team downed NU. "The
team is playing with confidence."
An extremely tough schedule for
surprising Merrimack the rest of
the way won't hurt either.
On Friday Joe Flanagan's goal
with just 4:59 left in the contest
and freshman goalie Jeff Levy's
remarkable performance gave
UNH the 2-2 tie with the Friars.

Flanagan's tally (his 17th) came
just nine seconds after PC had
taken a 2-1 lead.
"This was the best game
we've played since the tournament
(at UVM on Dec. 30)," Umile said
after the game. "We're probably
even-matched and we'll probably
play them in the playoffs, either
here or at UNH." Even matched is
right. Friday's game was the seventh time the two teams went into
overtime in their last 13 regularseason meetings.
Friday's contest was played
at an incredible pace and few
penalties were called. It was a true
team effort for both teams, and the
hard work paid off for Scott Morrow.
After a evening of dogged
forechecking by himself and his
partner-in-crime, Savo Mitrovic,
ScottMorrowbangedinarebound
of a slapshot by co-captain Riel
Bellegarde. It was Morrow's eighth
of the year and tied the score 1-1 in
the second period. Brian Ridolfi,
who was dangerous all night, had
scored the first goal for PC.
With about 1:20 left Ridolfi
used a screen by a teammate to
walk in alone on Levy. The freshman goalkeeper shut off Ridolfi at
the right post to keep it tied.
Levy (48 saves) was pure
magic again on Saturday and
earned his fourth Hockey East
Rookie of the Week award of the
season. Levy (2-0-1 on the week)
shares the honor with Lowell
goalie Dwayne Roloson. Levy is
now 10-4-2 on the yec1r.
This time Levy had more offensive help and it was Chris

Saturday night senior Chris Winnes became the 27th Wildcat to record 50 career goals. (file photo)
Winnes' 50th career goal that
provided UNH with a 1-0 lead at
9:06 of the first. Flanagan streaked
down the left side after getting the
puck along ·the boards from a
hustling UNH co-captain, David
MacIntyre. Flanagan backhanded
the puck across the slot perfectly
for Winnes.
The assist was Flanagan's
100thcareerpoint. The junior, who
leads UNH scorers with 18 goals

and 13 assists for 31 points, became the second Wildcat to reach
that milestone this season. The
other is Winnes, and the senior
became the 27th player in UNH
history to reach the SO-goal plateau.
Just 30 seconds later the
Huskies tied it up on an unassisted strike by Rob Kenney. NU
wasn't afraid to shoot all night,
and often settled for shots from

the outside. Levy's 19 first period
saves are a season-high.
Freshman Glen Stewart gave
UNH the lead for good at 17:47 of
the second. Sophomore defenseman Jesse Cooper's blast from the
point was deflected past NU goalie
Scott Hopkins (31 saves). It was
Cooper's 10th assist of the season,
making him the 14th Wildcat to
please see HOCKEY, pg.29

UNH Wrestling matting their competition
Coach Urquhart gets 100th career
victory against' Boston College, 44-0
By Steve Lankier
Sports Staff Reporter
Winter break is tough on collegiate athletes. While most of us
are sitting around eating leftover
Christmas cookies, varsity athletes
are traveling back to their schools
to train and compete. It is vital
that they continue to practice and
keep their minds on the sport.
UNH wrestlingJim Urquhart,
who had his wrestlers return a
few days after Christmas, realizes
the importance of training over
break. "My main goal during
Christmas break to keep the team
together, get them some extra
competition, and most importantly, keep them in shape."
Judging by his teams performance during the break, Urquhart certainly kept them in
shape. The Wildcats won both of
their dual meets, beating the UniversityofDelaware22-17,and then
shutting out Boston College 44-0.
They also had a fine showing in
the Sunshine Open, a tournament
filled with nationally ranked

is

...

teams.
The break ended with the 440 blowout against Boston College.
It was an easy win for the Wildcats, but it was also a sentimental
win. The victory marked Jim
Urquhart's 100th win as head
coach of UNH wrestling. After
111 /2 years of coaching this is an
impressive feat.
It is impressive because when
he came to UNH, the wrestling
program had nothing. '1 can't
forget my first two years here. I
had something like 7 wins and 30
losses when I first came on. I
didn't get any recruiting, I came
on in November, and I didn't have
a full team. I had ,t o find bodies in
hallways. So I remember what it
was like when I started from
scratch with nothing. So 100 is
nice," Urquhart said.
The team was very happy for
their big bear of a coach. "He does
a great job with what he has and
he keeps a good relationship with
us as well," Al Draper said.
In the Sunshine Open, Pat

Grapplers move to 6-1

By Steve Lankier
Catullo, William Santiago, Brian Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH wrestling team is
Cone, and co-captain Jim Marcotte
each had 4 wins, 1 more win for on fire. They have won four conany of them would have meant a secutive matches. Two of the victop four finish in their respective tories have come against teams
weight class. As for the overall they lost to last year.
Last Friday they traveled to
performance of the team, Urquhart
was pleased. "We won more Westem New England College to
matches totally, than we've ever take on the host and Rhode Island
won before down there," he said. College as well. As stated many
The match against Delaware times this is a year of vengeance
was among the teams list of re- for the Wildcats, and this tri-meet
venge matches. The Cats suffered was no exception. Last year they
a controversial loss to Delaware lost to WNEC and tied ~IC, in
last year, and were not going to let what Head Coach Jim Urquhart
it happen twice. "There are quite . called a "freak show." "We should
a few matches we' re trying to get have won both of those matches
vengeance on this year, Delaware last year, so this year the guys
was one of them," Urquhart stated. were sky high. They really wanted
UNH won handily, losing only to win." Urquhart added.
The 'Cats beat up on WNEC
two matches and giving up a forfeit. The high point of the meet in the first match 40-11. Brian
came in the first match as 118 lbs. Cone and Pat Napoli recorded
Brian Cone destroyed his oppo- technical falls. While Wes Dicker,
nent 17-1. Pete Moleski, Pat Jim Marcotte, and Ken Pera all
Catullo, Pat Napoli, Jim Marcotte, recorded pins. Pete Moleski won
and Ken Pera won decisions as his match 8-3. Todd Burchard and
Al Draper won by forfeits.
well.
With one revenge match out

of the way, the grapplers got
pumped for RIC. The matched
turned out to be a lot closer than
expected with the Wildcats pulling out a 22-16 victory.
With only two matches remaining though, the score was tied
at 16-16. Two mats were being
used, so the final two deciding
matches were wrestled simultaneously.
Todd Burchard and Al Draper
wrestled for UNH. Both wrestlers
were bumped up a weight class so
each were outweighed in t!leir
respective matches. Draper, who
weighs 190 lbs., went against a 250
lb. opponent early and held on to
win 6-3. He finished his match
before Burchard, the team score
was now UNH 18RIC 15, Burchard
could not lose.
"I looked over and realized
that Al's match was over but I had
no idea if he won or not." Burchard
stated. "I was winning 4-2 at this
point and promised myself I
would not lose." Burchard held
on to win 4-3, sealing the victory
forUNH.

